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Intec Inoventures Inc. warrants the hardware components
of this product to be free from defects in material and
workmanship. This warranty extends for a period of 90
days from the date of purchase. Any component under
warranty will be repaired or replaced at the sole discretion
of Intec Inoventures Inc., without charge to the purchaser,
providing that the return of the component or board is pre-
authorized by Intec, that shipping is prepaid by the
purchaser, and that Intec determines the defect is not a
result of misuse.

The components of this product are provided "as is"
without warranty. The entire risk for the results and
performance of these components is assumed by the
purchaser. Intec Inoventures Inc. does not warrant,
guarantee or make any representation regarding the use of
this product.

No other warranties are made, expressly or implied,
including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of
merchantability and suitability of products for a particular
purpose. In no event will Intec Inoventures Inc. be held
liable for additional damages, including lost profits, lost
savings or other incidental or consequential damages
arising from the use or inability to use Intec's products or
the products resold by Intec.

Intec Automation Inc. reserves the right to make changes
without notice, to any product, to improve reliability,
performance, capabilities, design or ease of use, or to
reduce size or cost.

Intec Inoventures Inc. products may not be used as
components in life support devices of any description.

The design of the Freedom16-mite is copyrighted, and
copying part or all of the design is prohibited by law.

WARRANTY
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INTRODUCTION
________________________________________________________________________

For speed and size of memory and I/O, as well as sheer number of
control features -- all packed into one small unit, the F16-mite has
few rivals. Moreover, all its features can be used to simplify the
development of new applications, reduce costs, and allow users to
standardize a variety of very different applications on one
microcontroller. The result – smarter, more competitive, rugged
and reliable products at dramatically reduced support costs, along
with an opportunity for developers to expand their limits and
explore new and more complex applications.

Program development is invariably costly and time consuming;
however, with the F16-mite those drawbacks are minimized.
Programmability in “C”, combined with an extensive, well-
documented library of functions accessing the many F16-mite
features, is one of the reasons. An integrated development
environment, flash memory and the innovative ICD16 debug cable
further contribute to a reduction in development time and money.

__________________________________________________

While the accompanying Motorola MC68C16Z1 Users Manual is
an excellent reference, it can be intimidating as the first exposure to
the F16-mite microcontroller.  Consequently, we suggest the
following approach:

  1.  Run your F16-mite as outlined in the “Quick Start” section of
this manual (p.3 ).

  2.  Read this manual for an overview of the F16-mite features,
with particular attention to the "Memory and Address Space"
chapter (p.14 ) and the “CPU16 and Related Concepts”
chapter (p.21 ).

  3. For a sense of how F16-mite programs work, browse through
the programs in the DEMO_C directory, in the order listed in
APPENDIX V.

  4.  Examine the STARTUPS.DDM or STARTUPL.DDM file to
understand how and why chip selects are set up.

F16-mite features
can save time

and money

   ..or they can open
up new applications

Software tools to
facilitate development

Getting to know
your F16-mite

Run your F16-mite..

..review this manual..

examine sample
code..

..and some nitty-gritty
details
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  5.  Read the PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT chapter in this
manual and compile and run ..\DEMO_C \STRINGS.C.

  6.  Read the Dunfield "C" ..\MC\DOCS\MC16.DOC.  If not
familiar with "C", read ..\MC\DOCS\CINTRO.DOC and other
introductory books to "C".

  7.  Print and examine the help files for ICD16 with PRHELP.EXE
(e.g.  >PRHELP ICD16.HLP, etc..) to become familiar with its
features and commands.  Alternately, run this program and
browse through the documentation with the on line help
feature.

  8.  Compile, run, modify, recompile and run again, all
DEMO_C programs in APPENDIX V order.  The programs
are heavily commented and packed with useful information
not addressed in this manual.

  9.  Browse through the programs in the DEMO_ASM directory in
the order set out in APPENDIX V.

10.  Assemble, run, modify, reassemble and rerun the DEMO_ASM
programs.

11.  Reread ..\MC\DOCS\MC16.DOC to learn:

a) how the source linker (SLINK.COM) uses LARGE.LIB
or SMALL.LIB to tell it where to find the various
source files and in what order to link them.

b) how to compile "C" code and add it to the library with
SLIB.COM.

c) the finer details (and singularities) of Dunfield "C".

12.  Reread the "PERMANENT PROGRAM  -  LOADING
FLASH" chapter (p.45 ) and print ...F16\FLASH\
PROG16.HLP with ..\PRHRLP.EXE or browse through its
features and commands with the program's help feature.

13.  Erase the Flash EPROM, load a program, verify and run it.

If you have difficulty with the F16-mite, it might be an indication
that the documentation needs clarification, in which case we want
to hear from you so we can rectify the situation.  Ease of use and
reduced development time are and will continue to be integral
components of our operation.

Learn by doing..

..and reading..

..and changing and
doing..

Expose yourself to
assembler.

..and the finer details
of Dunfield “C”.

..and how to use
flash EPROM.

How can we serve
you better?
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QUICK START
__________________________________________________________________________

The F16-mite will run the program in its flash EPROM, which sends
data to a PC connected to its serial port (or to an LCD).  It also
toggles the voltage on the CN2 pins 3..9, every ½ second.

  1.  Install the software on your host PC as directed by the
README.1ST file in the root directory of the “Startup
Diskette”.  When installing Dunfield’s Micro-C, ensure that the
default path name is changed from C:\MC to C:\F16\MC and
make the following additions to AUTOEXEC.BAT:

PATH=C:\BAT;
MCDIR=C:\F16\MC
MCTMP=C:\F16\MCTEMP\ no spaces around the “=”

2.  Use the communication window feature in DDSIDE (the DOS
Integrated Development Environment).  To accomplish this,
change directory to C:\F16\MC. At the DOS prompt enter:

>DDSIDE

..then use the arrow keys to move through the list of files to
locate MITE.IDE and press <Enter> to load it.  A new option
list will appear.  Select MITE.IDE again.  This file will be
displayed in the Edit window.  Press <F8> to display the menu
bar, then <T> for Target and <C> for connect.  The screen will
go blank.

   3.  Connect the F16-mite’s serial port to COM2 on the host PC,
using the serial adapter, as shown in Fig. 1. If you have the
arrow-pad/LCD option, connect it too. To power-up the F16-
mite, connect a source of regulated 5vdc to CN6 (outer pins
are Gnd & inner pin is +5vdc).  Watch polarity!

  4.  If COM1 on the host PC is being used for serial communication
to the F16-mite, instead of COM2,  press <Esc> to return to
the edit window.  Use the arrow keys to navigate through
MITE.IDE. Edit the “2” in the line “target 2 9600 0 1” to a “1”
to reflect COM1, then enter <Alt><Q> to quit.  Repeat step 2
to run the communication window in DDSIDE, but this time
with the new COM port configuration.

  6.  The communication window on the PC should display
information sent to it by the F16-mite through the serial link.
The LCD/arrow-pad may also display text. Pins 3..9 on CN2
will toggle between 0 and 5v every ½ second.

  7.  If the communication screen remains blank, verify that the
COM port specified in MITE.IDE is indeed the one securely
connected to the F16-mite. Make sure power is reaching the
F16-mite (CN2.1 = 5v?).

STAND ALONE
OPERATION

Set up the
recommended

directories

The Integrated
Development

Environment DDSIDE

..connect it to the
host PC and power..

..and check its
operation

If not..
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Fig 1 - Stand Alone Operation from Flash EPROM

Fig 2 - Operation from SRAM Using the ICD Debug Cable
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STRINGS.C (a typical “C” program) is compiled and loaded into the
F16-mite’s SRAM and run, with the aid of the ICD16 debugger.

  1.  As required for the “Quick Start - Stand Alone Operation”,
ensure that Dunfield and F16-mite software has been installed
and the correct COM port has been selected.

  2.  Change directory to C:\F16\DEV. Copy STRINGS.C and
6816IO.H to this directory, using W95 or DOS commands:

>copy ..\demo_c\strings.c
>copy ..\demo_c\6816io.h

3.  From directory C:\F16\DEV, call up DDSIDE and, using the
arrow keys, move through the list of files to locate
STRINGS.C. Then press <Enter> to load it into the editor
window. Again, use the arrow keys (or the “Page Down/Page
Up function) to browse the code and determine what is being
done, as well as how and why. Explore DDSIDE’s help system
by pressing the <F1> key.

4.  Enter <Alt><c> to select the “Compile” menu and <c><Enter>
to compile STRINGS.C to:

a) a binary object file STRINGS.S19 (to be loaded
into the F16-mite)

b) a map file STRINGS.MAP (allows the debugger to
examine/step-through code)

c) and a list file STRINGS.LST (invaluable to the
advanced user)

If the compilation fails, see “Common Errors” at the end of
this section.

  5.  Connect the serial and ICD cables and power to the F16-mite as
shown in Fig. 2.

  6.   If compilation is successful, a “0 errors” message will appear on
the screen. Enter <ALT><t> to select the “Target” menu and
<d><Enter> to call up the ICD16 debugger program. Press any
key to remove the welcome window. The debugger will quickly
execute instructions in [an essential] file called STARTUP.ICD.
The last  “loadall” instruction will ask for a file name.
Enter “strings”.

  7.  The debugger will load STRINGS.S19 into the F16-mite and
STRINGS.MAP, as well as into the ICD16 program in the PC
(the instruction pointer has been set to $00200 by the pre-
instruction STARTUP.ICD file). Run the program by entering   

  <g><Enter> for go.

COMPILING &
RUNNING A
PROGRAM

Set up the
recommended

directories

From directory
C:\F16\DEV
..copy files..

..run DDSIDE..

..load STRINGS.C..

..compile..

Connect the mite to
the PC and power

..call up the
debugger..

..load
STRINGS.S19..

..and run it
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8.  The program will ask that two strings be entered.  Enter “Elvis
<Enter>”, followed by “Presley<Enter>”. The program will
compare and concatenate these two strings and then ask for two
more, until <F1> or <Esc> is pressed.  This illustrates how the
F16-mite can communicate serially to a PC.  It also
demonstrates the use of several “C” string manipulation
functions.

  9.  After being terminated by pressing <Esc> or stopped by
pressing <F1>, the program can be restarted from the F1
debugger window by entering “g  200” (starting from
instruction 200).

10.  Press <F10> to explore the debugger help system and
experiment with the various debugger commands. This could be
useful later for debugging and program verification purposes.

11. To terminate the session, enter <Esc> or <F1>, then “exit” or
<Alt><x> to quit the debugger, and finally <Alt><x> to quit
DDSIDE.

COMMON ERRORS

DDSIDE will not run.  DOS
returns the following
message:

 Bad command or file name

Directory C:\BAT is not on the DOS path. Consequently,
DOS cannot find and execute file DDSIDE.BAT.

Or, DDSIDE.BAT is not being called from a “sibling”
directory to C:\F16\MC.  Check directory structure against
Fig. 16.

DDSIDE will not run.

DOS returns the following
message:

  Bad command or file name
  No files matching
.........\*.IDE

DDSIDE is not being called from a “sibling” directory or “SET
MCDIR=C:\F16\MC” has not been entered in
AUTOEXEC.BAT.

Check file setup. The STARTUP diskette may have been
XCOPYed to C:\F16 instead of to the root directory C:\.

“Code 2 error” on aborted
attempt to compile

DDSIDE cannot find a key file, because it is missing from the
C:\F16\MC directory, has .COM instead of .EXE extension, or
“SET MCDIR=C:\F16\MC” is missing in AUTOEXEC.BAT

No serial output from the
F16 to the PC

The F-16 is connected to the PC’s COM1 while DDSIDE is
checking COM2.  Connect the serial cable to COM2 or edit
DDSIDE.IDE and STARTUP.ICD to reflect COM1.

Interact with the
program

Explore debugger
commands..

..and the debugger
help system..

..and eventually, quit
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 FREEDOM16-mite OVERVIEW
_______________________________________________________________________

The Freedom16-mite is built around Motorola's 16 bit 68HC16
core, which not only has more computing power than a PC-AT,
but also contains digital signal processing (DSP) capabilities and a
host of control-specific features such as pulse counting, high speed
inputs and outputs, 2 pulse width modulation (PWM) outputs, and
8 channels of moderately fast 10 bit analog to digital (A/D)
conversion. In addition, it has an unequaled background debugging
system built right into the chip.

Further features of the F16-mite include 128K of SRAM and 128K
flash EPPROM, as well as RS232 and debug ports, and 39
programmable digital I/O channels, many with advanced timer or
interrupt features. All this is contained in a compact 2” x 2”
package with 1.7sq.in. of [snap-off] through-hole prototyping area
for convenient addition of custom circuitry.

For tidy installation, header pads are carefully clustered by
function for convenient connection to sensors, relays and
peripherals, via ribbon cables. For instance, the first 10 leads on a
ribbon cable attached to CN3 can be connected to an LCD and a
4x4 keypad.

The F16-mite communicates with the outside world through
various Connectors (see Fig. 3). For example, chip select line CS4
to CS9 can be used in conjunction with the SPI expansion bus lines
as an LCD/Keypad port. The 8 input Capture and Output
Compare lines can be used as a general purpose I/O port, since
each pin is bi-directional.

Powerful Motorola
68HC16 core packed
with control features..

..combined with
abundant memory,

I/O and features

..which are
conveniently
accessible..

39 digital I/O lines

8 Analog Inputs

Many pads have
more than one

purpose

pins Main Function pins Alternate Function

CN1 Background Debug Port D None
CN2 15 General Purpose digital I/O I/O 7 Interrupt Request (active low) I
CN3 6 General Purpose digital Out O 9 Chip Select Lines C

7 General Purpose digital I/O I/O 7 QSPI (serial peripheral expansion) C
3 Address[2..0] C
8 Data[15..8] C

Control: /W, /R, /AS, /DS, /RST C
CN4 11 General Purpose digital I/O I/O 1 Pulse Accumulator Input I

2 Pulse Width Modulation O
4/5 Output Compare O
4/3 Input Capture (edge triggered) I

CN5 RS-232 Comm Port None S
CN6 Power (Gnd, +5v, Gnd) None P
CN7 8 Analog Inputs (0..5v) A 8 General Purpose digital In I
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Fig 3  -  Board Layout and Function Overview
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Mapping of pins in the various ports is tabulated in Appendix I  -
Freedom16-mite I/O Mapping.

One of the features that sets the MC68HC16 apart from other
controllers is its powerful monitor/debug capabilities built right
into the processor. When a signal in this port is asserted, a host
PC with debugging software takes complete control of the
processor. When it is released, the processor is oblivious to this
port. Hence, there is no need for a monitor program encumbering
memory and interferring with the serial port. The P&E In Circuit
Debugger (ICD) of HC16EVB fame uses this port for powerful
Debugging and In Circuit Emulation. This P&E “Smart” ICD
cable with software is included in the development package.

There are 15 general purpose digital I/O channels consisting of
the HC16 Ports E & F (PortE.3 is not available).  Each pin can be
programmed as an input or output with function poke (REG_PG,
PORTE, direction_byte)  or poke( REG_PG, PORTF,
direction_byte).  As inputs they can be read with peek( REG_PG,
PORTE) and they can be written with poke( REG_PG, PORTE,
data_byte).  As digital outputs, these channels can drive solid
state relays and LEDs.

Seven of the I/O channels (PortF[7..1]) can be programmed, with
irq_set(..), to generate interrupts when an input is pulled low.
Alternately, they can be programmed as general purpose inputs
with function irq_clear(pin).

The Peripheral Expansion Connector offers 8 data, 3 address and
9 chip select lines, as well as all the Queued Serial Peripheral
Interface (QSPI) lines, which can facilitate off board expansion or
drive peripheral chips mounted on the prototyping area. The
QSPI is especially powerful, transmitting or receiving up to 16
words without CPU intervention. Four additional chip select lines
associated with the QSPI further add to the versatility of this
interface.

Six chip select lines can be programmed as digital outputs, while
the 7 QSPI lines can be programmed as digital inputs or outputs.
When not in use for expansion, these lines can drive an LCD,
using a 4 bit data bus, and they can interrogate a 4 x 4 keypad.

CONNECTOR
OVERVIEW

Debug Port
CN1

..offers powerful
debug and in-circuit
emulation features

General Purpose
Digital I/O Pads

CN2

Interrupt Request
I/O Pads
on CN2

Peripheral
Expansion

Connector CN3

..for serial (SPI)
or parallel expansion

..or use as additional
digital I/O

..or for a Keypad &
LCD
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This connector offers a number of timer related channels.

The Pulse Accumulator input can count pulses and be
programmed to interrupt on a pulse or when the accumulator
overflows. This input is useful for reading RPMs and the like.

Two channels of 8 bit PWM can output duty cycles of 0 to 256 (0
- 100%) at rates of 4Hz to 32.8KHz with functions
pwm_duty(..) and pwm_rate(..). With suitable drivers, they can
be used conveniently to control the speed of dc electric motors.

By filtering these signals it is possible to generate 8 bit D/A
output signals. The two PWM signals share a common ground pin
for reference.

Each of four or five Output Compare channels (OC1..OC5) can be
programmed to change status at a pre-prescribed time, set by the
value of a 16 bit free-running timer, with a resolution of down to
500ns. To generate more complex high speed output pulses, OC1
can be programmed to make state changes in the other output
compare pins. For example, these output compare functions can be
programmed to trigger precisely timed interrupts to clock data out
of a CCD image sensor.

These channels can also be used as general purpose digital
outputs with function poke(REG_PG, PORTGP, satus_byte), as
well as bi-directional general purpose I/O.

Each of the three or four Input Capture channels (IC1..IC4) can
time stamp an event (high to low transition, etc..) independently,
according to the value of a 16 bit free-running timer with a
resolution of down to 500ns.  They can be programmed to
respond to different events and to trigger interrupts.  Being edge
sensitive, these inputs are often more useful than the CN2 (PortF)
Interrupt Request Lines.

These channels can be read as general purpose digital inputs with
function peek(REG_PG, PORTGP ) and they can also be used as
bi-directional general purpose I/O.

This channel can be programmed as an Input Capture, an Output
Compare, or as a general purpose I/O channel.

General Purpose
Timer Port

CN4

Pulse Accumulator
Input

2 Pulse Width
Modulation

Channels

..for dc motor control

..or analog outputs

4/5 Output
Compare

CN4

..generate precisely
timed pulses

..and interrupts

4/3 Input Capture
CN4

..time stamp
transitions

..can generate
interrupts

IC4/OC5 can
go either way
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This 2x5 header offers RS232 level Rx and Tx signals, along with
a ground reference. An optional adapter is available for
connection to a standard 9 pin (DB-9) serial cable. HC16 signals
IRQ7 and PortF6 can be attached to this port through JP1 jumper
selection, for hardware handshaking. CN5 pin layout corresponds
to a ribbon cable attached to an IDC DB9F connector.
Consequently, the PC’s RTS signal would correspond to JP1’s
SER_INT signal, and the PC’s CTS signal would correspond to
JP1’s SER_ACK.

CMOS level Rx and Tx signals are brought out to pads CN5.1
and CN5.10 making them available to an optional stacking board
or to the prototyping area.

However, if the CMOS level Rx and Tx signals are connected to
another serial interface chip, the Rx trace must be cut to prevent
contention with the RS232 chip.

Fig.4 - Serial Communications Port Details

Numerous "C" functions, such as getch(), putch(c ), getstr(),
putstr(s )... operate transparently through this port.  The baud rate
can be set from 524KHz down to 64Hz with baud_set(rate).

CN7 offers 8 moderately high speed (down to 10us) 10 bit analog
inputs. They are paired with reference ground pins in this array of
pads for a 2 x 10 pin A/D header. In addition, two pads provide
high and low analog reference voltages (+5v Analog and Analog
Gnd) for the A/D converter, while two pins supply Vcc and
ground to a remote signal conditioning board. The A/D inputs
have a double pole filter with a 3db cut-off of about 16KHz.

The HC16 offers tremendous A/D versatility and can even sample
A/D inputs continuously with no CPU overhead.  It can be
programmed in "C" with function ad_init(..) to 8 or 10 bit
resolution, sampling different inputs at different rates in different
modes (i.e. 4 readings on one channel and stop, one channel 8

RS-232 Serial Port
CN5

CMOS level Rx & Tx
signals and hardware

handshake signals
are available

C functions support
serial

communications

8 Analog Inputs
CN7

A/D Header Pads

The A/D module can
run independently of

the CPU..
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times and stop, continuous scanning of all 8 channels, etc..) This
feature is covered in more detail in Appendix III - “RTL16 C
Functions” and in the MC68HC16Z1 User's Manual. Analog data
can be read with functions ad_get(pin ) or ad_getav(pin ).

Fig. 5  -  Schematic of Analog Inputs

These 8 input channels can also be used as general purpose
digital inputs with peek( REG_PG, PORTAD ).

immunity, anti-aliasing, and [11K] input protection. While the
10K resistor contributes somewhat to noise, it is a reasonable
Analog input filtration serves three purposes:  improved noise
safeguard against moderate voltage spikes and inadvertent
polarity mismatch. Custom values of these passive components
are available through special order.

A regulated 5vdc, 250ma+ power supply must be connected to
CN6 (Outer pins: Gnd - Center pin: +5vdc) with very careful
attention to polarity.  REVERSED POLARITY MAY
DAMAGE THE MICROCONTROLLER!

Also available is a regulator attachment that can be powered by
any center positive wall mount adapter delivering 6 to 12 vdc.
Alternately, an 11 to 15 vdc power source can be connected to
its screw terminals.

Normally, the F16-mite draws about 120ma at full speed, with
no load on the outputs. However, the outputs have significant
drive capability and a loaded F16-mite can draw over 250ma.

Power can be reduced considerably by reducing the clock
speed.   This can be done on the fly, in software, by virtue of
the HC16’s software programmable PLL clock circuit. A Low
Power Stop mode reduces power even further.

The A/D module
offers considerable

versatility..

A/D inputs can also
be used as general

purpose digital inputs

Noise and
anti-aliasing filtration
and input protection

Operation Off
Regulated 5vdc

CN6

Programmable clock
speed and low power
stop mode cut power

dramatically
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This optional serial adapter can be made up from readily available
ribbon cable and standard IDC (Insulation Displacement
Connector) connectors, following the schematic in Appendix II of
this manual.

However, care must be taken not to connect pin 1 on the DB9
connector to pin 1 on the 2 x 5 connector.  This is the HC16_Tx
CMOS level signal on the 2 x 5 header, whereas it is the PC’s
Carrier Detect signal on the DB9.  The HC16_Tx and Rx signals
have been brought out to this header for possible expansion
purposes.

This attractive membrane arrowpad overlay with a window for a
20 character, 2 line LCD makes a convenient user interface.  The
arrow keys can be used to intuitively scroll up and down a menu,
to view sub menus and to adjust setpoints.  An annotated sample
program with this option illustrates how an intuitive user interface
can be written.

The arrowpad requires a custom connection harness to connect
the underlying keypad to signals on CN3, as shown in Appendix
II.  This harness will also connect to any 1 controller character
LCD, such as a 2 line by 16 character, 2 x 20, 2 x 40.  It will also
connect to a 4 x 20 character LCD, except that the harness leads
to the LCD must be soldered directly to the LCD pads.

Any 4 x 4 or smaller “matrix” (4 rows and 4 columns) keypad can
be connected to the Freedom16-mite, in place of the arrowpad.

The 2 line x 20 character LED backlit LCD is a stunning display
that can be read in any light.  It comes with a 2 x 7 header
forplug-in connection with the keypad/lcd harness.  It also comes
with a contrast adjustment potentiometer and a LED backlighting
current limiting resistor..  No additional wiring or interfacing is
required.

Pins that would otherwise be used as expansion bus pins on the
Freedom16-mite are used to connect to the keypad/arrowpad and
LCD.  Consequently these pins are no longer available for
expansion when this option is selected.

ACCESSORIES
& EXPANSION

PRODUTCS

Serial Adapter

..easy to make up
(see AppendixII)

ArrowPad Overlay
and LCD

For an attractive user
interface

..requires a custom
connection harness

(see AppendixII)

The backlit LCD
plugs in directly

- no additional wiring

.. connect to the
expansion bus – CN3
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MEMORY AND ADDRESS SPACE

Understanding how the HC16 views and addresses memory
facilitates the programming of the Freedom16-mite.The HC16
perceives almost everything in terms of address space, which it
interprets with the aid of instructions that determine the
correspondence between each device or register and address or
range of addresses.

If the HC16 requires data from a memory chip, it retrieves it from
a particular address that corresponds to a location in the chip. If it
wants to set bits on an output latch, the HC16 writes to a location
in memory that corresponds to this output latch. If it receives an
instruction to set certain bits in one of its configuration registers,
it writes to the address corresponding to that register.

Its dependence on address space goes further. When it exits reset,
it checks the start of address space (address $0:0000 - the “$”
denotes hexadecimal notation) to determine the location of its first
instruction. When an interrupt is generated, it looks up the
address of the corresponding interrupt handler at a set address in
a block of memory known as the [interrupt] Vector Table.

How does the HC16 know that addresses $0:0000 to $1:FFFF
correspond to a physical flash EPROM memory chip? The answer
is the Chip Select lines.

Within a microcontroller, a number of chips (i.e. memory chips,
output latches, etc.) are connected to the same address and data
bus.  Normally, they are inactive or dormant. However, any chip
can be “awakened” at any time by asserting (pulling low) a [Chip
Select] signal on its Chip Enable pin. The HC16 has 12 of these
chip select lines. When the HC16 wants to communicate with a
chip (or set of chips, i.e. memory), it asserts these lines one at a
time. This avoids bus contentions (one chip pulling a line high,
while another is pulling a line low and it reduces power.

An outstanding feature of the HC16 is that its12 Chip Select lines
are highly programmable. They can be used to access memory in
blocks of 2K to 512K from anywhere in addressable space.  This
capability makes it possible to memory-map external physical
devices (i.e. latches, memory chips..) simply by connecting chip
select lines to these devices and programming the chip selects to
become active over different blocks in the HC16’s memory space.

The HC16 sees the
world in terms of

address space

..be it memory

..peripheral chips

..the reset vector

..interrupt handlers..

Memory Mapping

..using Chip Select
signals

..map physical
devices to the HC16’s

address space
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For example, chip select line CS2 can be physically connected to
the chip enable pin on a UART chip (located on the prototyping
area) and programmed to access 2K of space starting at address
$F:0000.  Hence, writing data to $F:0003 would really be writing
data to the 4th register of the UART. Writing to address $F:000B,
$F:0013.. would produce identical results, since only address lines
A0, A1 and A2 would be connected and visible to this device.

See Fig. 6 for a typical memory map relating physical devices to
address space.

Fig. 6  -  The Memory Map Ties Physical Devices to The HC16’s Address Space

The HC16’s chip select lines can be programmed to be asserted
only during a Read, only during a Write, or both. They can also be
programmed to remain asserted for extended periods (up to 13
wait states) in order to communicate with slow chips.
Furthermore, they can be programmed to be asserted for even,

For example..

Chip selects are
highly programmable
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odd, or both even and odd addresses. In short, they offer a degree
of flexibility that simply cannot be achieved with conventional
external address decoding logic. The various STARTUPx.DDM
files in the development kit illustrate how chip selects are
programmed.

The HC16 has a number of modules, such as the Analog
Converter Module and the General Purpose Timer Module, which
are analogous to plug-in cards in a PC, but on a chip level. Each
of these modules contains a block of registers that can be read or
written in order to set or read data or to configure the module.
While the details of these modules are covered in the Motorola
User’s Manual or Technical Summary, it is worth noting that all
these registers are located at the top of [64K] page $F in the
HC16’s address space.  For instance, reading a byte from address
$F:FA19 returns the value of the HC16’s PortF (i.e., which pins
are high and low).

The first thing the HC16 does after exiting reset is check the reset
vector (at address $0:0000) for key information and the [64K
page and offset] address of the first program instruction. It then
jumps to this address and executes the instructions starting there
(generally $0:0200), though the program could start at almost any
address within the memory device enabled by CSBOOT.

Whether the reset vector and interrupt vector table should be
considered part of the program is debatable. Nevertheless, the
programmer must specify these interrupt service routine (ISR)
addresses in conjunction with the program instructions.

Generally, the first instructions in the program direct the HC16 to
set up chip select lines to access other devices on board (i.e.
SRAM, UART..). Therefore the HC16 must be able to read
program instructions solely with CSBOOT, the only chip select
line active after a reset or power-up.

The address space between the reset vector and address $0:0200
is reserved for the interrupt vector table. When an interrupt
occurs, the HC16 looks up the address of the corresponding
interrupt service routine (ISR) in the vector table and then jumps
to it. It is the responsibility of the programmer to provide the
addresses of these ISR’s. Unused addresses are usually set to
BGND to hang the HC16.

File ..\MC\LIB16\VECTORS.ASM, which only lists the address
of the Periodic Interrupt Timer (PIT) isr, illustrates how the reset
vector and interrupt table are set up.

STARTUP files in
LIB16 show how chip

selects are
programmed

HC16 control
registers are located

in 64K Page $F (15d)

Program

..starts at address
0:0000 with the

Reset Vector

..the Interrupt Vector
table

..and the program
proper

..all accessed by chip
select CSBOOT

The Interrupt Vector
Table

is a list of Interrupt
Service Routines

(isr’s)
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The HC16 perceives address space in terms of 16 banks or pages
of 64K each. For example, the address of the fictional UART chip
on the prototyping area, $F:0000, really means address zero on
page $F (page 15 decimal, or, the 16th 64K page). Advantageous
in as much as it imposes a sense of order (i.e. program in page $0
and data in page $2), this segmentation into 64K pages can also
be a nuisance (i.e. flipping pages when dealing with more than
64K of data).

The F16-mite has 128K each of Flash EPROM and SRAM.
Consequently, the startup files provided in the library map the first
256K of addressable space to these memory chips. The remaining
address space, however, is available for expansion.

Three of the 12 chip select lines, CSBOOT, CS0 and CS1 are
used by the F16-mite in order to access memory chips.

The remaining chip selects, CS2 to CS10, available to the user
through the stacking expansion bus, make it easy to address
additional devices.

The Dunfield C compiler generates code to load the program into
the first 64K page, page 0. The data is loaded into the same or
another 64K segment, according to the memory model:

Memory Model       SMALL    LARGE FLASH

Program [64K] Page  0         0     0
Data [64K] Page  0         1     2
Chip Control Registers  F         F     F

The appropriate memory model is chosen at compile time via
DDSIDE’s Compile menu in Options. For maps of the SMALL
and FLASH memory models, see Fig.’s 7 and 8.

In the SMALL memory model, the program and data share the
same 64K page This is most convenient for debugging, because
the .MAP file generated for the debugger by the Dunfield C
compiler is restricted to 16 bit addresses that trick the ICD16
debugger into thinking that all symbols are on Page $0.

Though the debugging code compiled for the LARGE memory
model is slightly less convenient than SMALL, it more closely
resembles the final FLASH memory model.  It is also indicated for
larger programs where the code and data do not fit on the same
64K page.

The HC16’s address
space is segmented

into 64K pages

..a blessing

..and a curse

F16-mite
Memory Maps

first 256K of address
space for memory

..using chip selects
CSBOOT to CS1

CS2..CS10 are
available for

expansion

Memory models

..determine
location of

program code
and data

are chosen at
Compile time

The SMALL memory
model is preferred

for debugging

The LARGE memory
model has its place
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It is desirable to debug code in page 0 during program
development. Therefore CS0, which selects SRAM, is mapped to a
128K block starting at address $00:0000. Because flash EPROM is
not used during development, CSBOOT, which selects the flash
chip, is mapped “elsewhere” (arbitrarily set to start at $02:0000,
just above SRAM). This is carried out by the ICD16 debugger,
which executes the instructions in file STARTUP.ICD upon start
up.  Normally CSBOOT selects the bottom of memory.

The ICD16 debugger
sets up CS0  [and

CSBOOT] for
development in

SRAM
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Because the debugger cannot write breakpoints into FLASH
memory, debugging code compiled for the FLASH memory model
is slow and inconvenient. Consequently, only well debugged code
is loaded into flash.

Though the F16-mite has 128K or 2 x 64K pages of flash EPROM,
Dunfield C will only usually use page $0 for the program. The
remaining page of flash EPROM must be accessed by custom user
functions or the (soon to be released) Flash functions: flopen(),
flwrite(), flread(), etc. Because Dunfield C will only directly
access data from one page, the second SRAM page must be
accessed by custom user functions or library functions segalloc(),
segcopy(), and segfree().

The HC16 has 1K of fast internal RAM that can be mapped
anywhere in memory. The STARTUP files in the LIB16 directory
map this internal RAM to overlay part of the SRAM chip address
space at the top of the program data page. The program stack is
placed in this fast internal RAM to speed up stack access.

In order to speed the code’s execution or make it independent of
memory chip speed, it is often convenient to copy time critical
code to the HC16’s internal RAM. However, the internal RAM
must first be initialized.

When the internal RAM overlays another device (i.e. SRAM chip),
the internal RAM takes precedence and the underlying memory
becomes inaccessible.

The FLASH memory
model is for the

finalized program

Other memory pages
are accessible too

Fast
Internal RAM
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THE CPU16 AND RELATED CONCEPTS
________________________________________________________________________

Initially, his chapter is not essential reading, since the user will
manage quite adequately with default settings and startup files in
the ..\MC\LIB16 library selected by DDSIDE.

However, the program will eventually require verification and,
more likely, debugging. While a detailed knowledge of all the
CPU16 instructions is not essential for this task, an understanding
of the CPU16 registers and their use, can be helpful. CPU16
instructions can be learned inadvertently through casual exposure
to low level program code during debugging.

The CPU16 registers are shown below in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9  -  CPU16 Registers/Accumulators

This chapter is not
essential

..but it will come in
handy sooner or later
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In order to execute a program, the HC16 retrieves the next
[program] instruction from the address indicated by the program
counter PK:PC. In other words, the CPU 16 retrieves an
instruction from page PK at address PC. The CPU then points
PK:PC to the next instruction and retrieves it, and so on. In order
to speed execution, instructions are pre-retrieved, keeping the
instruction pipeline full. Consequently, the instruction being
executed (i.e., leaving the pre-retrieve pipeline) lags the instruction
that is being fetched. It is helpful to consider a virtual register
containing the address of the instruction actually being executed as
the actual Instruction Pointer (IP). During debugging, the IP is
more relevant than the PC.

The sequential execution of program instructions can be
[intentionally] disrupted by a variety of jumps/branches. These can
be understood and viewed by stepping through almost any segment
of program code. A common programming bug occurs when the
program jumps to non-existent instructions, or when it attempts to
access memory that has not been initialized (resulting in a Bus
Error).

Typically, the program is accessed from [64K] page $0, indicated
by the program counter extension register PK. There are
exceptions. For instance, most of the code for the C library
function delay(ms) is loaded into the HC16’s internal RAM, which
could be on a different page.  A call to the delay(ms) code causes
a jump to this page.  It then loops for the indicated time before
returning to the main code on page $0.

The CPU16 executes most arithmetic and logical instructions with
the aid of its accumulators E and D.  For instance, to add two
numbers, it loads num1 into accumulator D and then adds num2 to
accumulator D.  It may then store the resulting value in
accumulator D at some address in memory:

LDD  #number1 ;load immediate value number1 in D
ADDD  #number2 ;add immediate value number2 to D
STD  result ;store value in D in mem loc result

All memory accesses to and from accumulators D & E are made
from/to the 64K page indicated by the extension register EK.

The index registers X, Y & Z are used to store addresses, allowing
for powerful memory accesses.   Each one of these registers has a
corresponding extension register to indicate which 64K page is
being addressed. The following instructions illustrate accesses to
an array of 16 bit words (integers) starting on [64K] page XK, at
address IX:

LDD 0,X ;load array[0] into register D
LDD 2,X ;load array[1] into register D

;(note word = 2 byte offset)

Program Execution

The CPU16 executes
instructions indicated

by the Program
Counter

..and then the PC is
incremented

..and so on..

..jumps disrupt the
sequential execution

of program
instructions..

Generally, the
program is accessed

from [64K] Page 0

Most CPU
instructions involve

the CPU
accumulators

Accumulators D & E
access 64K page

EK

Registers X, Y & Z
are used to access

memory
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Address extensions are stored in 16 bit register K (concatenation
of EK:XK:YK:ZK). Though this is generally of little
consequence, it should be noted that K would be the first register
to inspect when trying to locate an “off in the weeds” type of bug.
It will quickly show if  the program is trying to access the
expected 64K pages, or if it is trying to access unused or
nonexistent pages.

The Condition Code Register (CCR) contains a number of bits or
flags that show the condition of the CPU after execution of the
most recent instruction.  For example, if a subtraction has resulted
in a negative number, then the N or negative flag is set.  If the
result was zero, the Z or zero flag is set.  If a carry or borrow
occurs in an arithmetic operation, the C or carry flag is set ..and
so on.

The flags in the CCR are used mainly by branch instructions.  If
the condition checked by the branch instruction (as indicated by
the relevant bits in the CCR) evaluates to true, the program flow
jumps to the instruction at the specified address.  However, if it
evaluates to false, then execution continues with the next
instruction.  For instance:

BLT   new_IP    ;branch if the Negative flag is set

In this example, if the Negative flag has been set, the instruction
address new_IP will be loaded into the program counter register
and the CPU will execute the instructions starting at this address.
Conversely, if the N flag is not set, execution continues to the
next instruction following after this “BLT…”.

The CPU16 supports a stack construct, which is a block of
read/write-able memory that [unintuitively] grows downward as
words are pushed on the stack and shrinks upwards, as words are
removed, popped or pulled off the stack.  The next available
address on the stack is given by SK:SP.  That is, the next
available stack address is on [64K] page SK, at address SP.  The
CPU16 instruction PSHM pushes the contents of the indicated
accumulators on the stack and automatically reduces SK:SP by 2
(bytes), while PULM does the reverse.

One of the main purposes for the stack is to pass parameters to a
subroutine:  The calling function pushes the parameters on the
stack, then jumps to or calls the subroutine.  This Jump to
SubRoutine (JSR) also pushes the program counter PC and its
extension PK on the stack before going to the first instruction in
the subroutine.  The called subroutine then accesses the
parameters from the stack, performs its job and returns.  The last
instruction in the subroutine is an RTS or ReTurn from
Subroutine.  This involves pulling the PK:PC (pushed on the
stack earlier) to determine the return address.

address extension in
register K

can be helpful in
debugging

The Condition Code
Register

..and branches

The Stack

The Stack Pointer

keeps track of the
stack position

The Stack is used
with subroutines

to pass variables

hold the return
address
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If a subroutine uses local variables, it simply makes space for these
variables on the stack by moving the stack pointer further down in
memory.  Before doing so, however, it keeps a copy of the stack
pointer in index register Z, so that it can find parameters and local
variables on the stack with reference to the address in register
ZK:IZ.  When the subroutine returns to its caller, the stack pointer
is moved back up to where it was before the call, and the data
stored temporarily on the stack is lost.

Because the stack is accessed quite extensively, it is advisable to
keep it in the fast internal 1K RAM of the 68HC16.  The internal
RAM in turn is usually programmed so that it is situated at the top
of the data RAM, overlaying part of the address space occupied by
the external SRAM memory chips.  A small amount of memory
redundancy is sacrificed for speed. The ..\MC\LIB16\
STARTUPx.* files illustrate how this is actually done.

FIG 10 – Stack and Heap in SMALL and LARGE Memory Models

and, for local
variables

Fast Stack access
is desirable
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Global & Static variables, which are usually stored at the bottom
of the data space, have fixed locations in memory.  In the SMALL
memory model, they are stored immediately after the end of the
program.  In the LARGE and FLASH memory models, they are
stored at the bottom of the 64K page dedicated to program data.

The Heap is a pool of unused memory above the Global/Static
variables, which can be used for dynamic memory.  In other words,
blocks of memory can be reserved and freed from this block with
the “C” functions alloc(size) and free(blk_ptr).

Under certain conditions, the heap can grow up into the stack, or
vice versa, This can have distressing consequences.

The Motorola CPU16 incorporates powerful tools for tracking
program execution and for system debugging, right into the chip!
This is a marked contrast to the more conventional approach, in
which a monitor/bootstrap-loader program in EPROM is used to
load, debug and execute code.  This offers several advantages:

• The flash EPROM is totally dedicated to user code and data.
Consequently, it can be erased and programmed with
impunity.  No monitor code needs to be preserved.

• With the exception of the 68HC16 chip control registers, the
entire memory space is available to the user.

• Jump tables associated with a monitor can be avoided, thereby
simplifying and speeding programs.

• A higher degree of in-circuit emulation is possible.

• Because the debug port is connected to a parallel port on the
host PC, the serial port is freed from debugging tasks and left
exclusively for program serial I/O.  There is no monitor
program obstruction, and there is no need to avoid monitor
commands in serial communications.

• Control is clearly defined:  When /BKPT signal is asserted by
the host PC via the ICD16 debug cable, the debug program in
the host PC is totally in control.  Otherwise, the CPU16 is
totally in control.

The ICD16.EXE debugger uses the debug port to load programs
into SRAM, inspect them, and debug them.  The ICD16 program
runs on a host PC connected to the debug port of the Freedom16
through the ICD “Smart cable”.

Code is also loaded from the host PC into the Flash EPROMs via
the debug port, but, with the aid of PROG16.EXE instead of the
ICD16 debugger.

Global & Static
Variables

Heap

Background
Debug Port

new concept

..offers numerous
advantages

The ICD16 debugger

and Flash EPROM
programmer

 use this port
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STARTUP AND INDEX FILES
________________________________________________________________________

Because the startup file contains code starting at address $0:0000,
it starts with the reset vector, followed by an interrupt vector table,
which in turn, is usually followed by initialization code.

The interrupt vector table is a list with all the addresses of any
interrupt service routines (isr's). It starts at address $0:0008 and
extends to $0:001FE. Unused entries are filled with the "BGND"
instruction or with "exit", which is a label for the "BGND"
instruction. "BGND" acts as an illegal instruction trap. For more
information on setting up the interrupt vector table examine the
files ..\MC\LIB16\ VECTORS.GPT and VECTORS.SER or
..\DEMO_ASM\DEMO_IRQ.ASM, DEMO_GPT.ASM &
DEMO_IC.ASM.

The code for the reset vector and the interrupt vector table is
contained in files VECTORS.*.

The purpose of the initialization code is to map chip selects to
memory locations and determine where the 1K of internal IRAM
and stack are to be located in memory. It may also contain some
general purpose code and perform other less critical initializations.
For instance, the startup file STARTUPL.DDM for development in
SRAM does the following:

1. Changes CSBOOT to address 128K of memory starting at
address $2:0000, instead of the default address of $0:0000.

2. Sets up CS0 to address 128K of memory starting at address
$0:0000 (start of memory).

3. Sets up chip select CS1 to address a 256K block of memory,
starting at $0:0000, to be asserted only on Write instructions.
In other words, CS1 spans the memory addressed by both
CS0 (CSRAM) and CSBOOT (CSROM).

4. Sets up chip select signals CS1, CS0 and CSBOOT as 8 bit
chip select signals.

5. Speeds up the system clock from 8.4MHz (out of reset) to
16.8MHz.

6. Initializes the serial port at 9600 bps.

7. Sets up the 68HC16's internal 1K RAM to overlap the top of
page 1 (1:FC00 to 1:FFFF).

Program start after
reset

Table with Interrupt
Handler Routine

addresses

Initialization code

..sets chip selects
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8. Copies code for function delay(ms) from code page0 to the
top of page 1 (1:FFEC to 1:FFFE).

9. Sets the stack pointer just below this code.

10. Sets all the extensions (EK..ZK) to point at page 1 for
program data.

11. Supplies code and labels for many Dunfield "C" operators.

The P&E assembler, included in some kits, requires slightly
different startup files: The EQUATES.F16 (labels for common
addresses) and VECTORS.ASM files are “included” in the P&E’s
IASM16, whereas they precede the startup files with Dunfield
tools, being placed there by the source linker prior to assembly.

Though there are few differences between the startup files for
different memory models, these differences are important.  For
instance, STARTUPS.DDM for development in SRAM, using the
SMALL memory model, sets CSBOOT to 64K starting at
$0:0000, and sets the 68HC16's internal RAM and the stack at the
top of page 0.  All extensions are set to point to data page 0.

STARTUPF.DDM for program code in flash EPROM, is virtually
identical to STARTUPL.DDM, described earlier. The only
differences are the mapping of ROM and RAM, and the stack and
internal RAM mapped to the top of page 2 (the 1st page of RAM)
and the extensions, set for the same page.

There is a short list of equates at the very start of each startup file.
These equates are used to set data RAM locations and chip select
wait states.

Many “C” compilers use function prototypes in order to determine
the library files that need to be linked in order to complete the
program. The Dunfield source linker departs from this convention,
using an index file to determine which library files contain the
required library functions. Compilation generates a number of
unresolved symbols, such as “strcpy”, corresponding to function
“strcpy(..)”.  The source linker checks the corresponding index file
(i.e., SMALL.DDM) to determine that this function is located in
the library file STRINGS1.ASM (in the ..\MC\LIB16 directory).
Then it links or attaches this file to the assembler file.

startup files differ for
Dunfield and P&E

assemblers

..and, depending on
the memory model

Index Files

..tell the linker
where to find library

functions..
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The index file also tells the source linker what other files need to be
linked. For instance, the “<STARTUPS.DDM” line near the
beginning of the SMALL.DDM index file tells the linker to include
this particular startup file.

There are different index files, dependent upon the memory model
and whether the file is to be assembled by the optional P&E’s
IASM16/CASM16 or Dunfield’s ASM16 assembler:

        SMALL  LARGE      FLASH
P&E IASM16/CASM16 SMALL.P&E      LARGE.P&E FLASH.P&E
Dunfield ASM16 SMALL.DDM     LARGE.DDM FLASH.DDM

The Dunfield source linker, SLINK.COM, normally expects the
index file to be named SMALL.LIB or LARGE.LIB.
Consequently, batch files such as DC.BAT make a copy of the
desired index file, name it SMALL.LIB or LARGE.LIB, use it, and
then make a copy of the P&E index file with .LIB extensions to
restore the original .LIB file. Other batch files sidestep this
requirement in different ways.  DDSIDE expects the index files for
the F16-mite to be named SMALL.DDM, LARGE.DDM or
FLASH.DDM.

..and which startup
file to use

Index files vary

Index file names are
critical
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
__________________________________________________________________________

"C" program development for the Freedom16-mite is multi-step
task that employs the Development Kit tools and involves several
programs. Though most of the steps are handled transparently by
DDSIDE, it is useful to review them.

1.  A "C" program is written using a text editor (IASM16,
DDSIDE, NotePad, etc...).

2.   The "C" source code is compiled into (i) a binary object
.S19, which is the file that will be loaded into the F16-mite,
(ii) a .MAP file for the ICD16 debugger and (iii) an optional
.LST list file for the programmer.

3. The (ICD16) debugger program loads the binary object file
into the F16-mite SRAM. This is accomplished via the smart
ICD (in circuit debugger) cable, which connects the host
PC's parallel port to the debug port on the F16-mite.

4.  With the aid of the .MAP file, the ICD16 debugger runs the
program, steps through instructions, and examines memory,
times sequences of instructions, etc.

5.  Debugging generally reveals a need to change the program,
so the entire sequence of steps needs to be repeated several
times until the program is fully verified and operates as
intended.

6.  Once the program has been fully debugged, it is loaded into
flash EPROM with the aid of program PROG16.EXE, via
the smart cable. However, before this can be done, the
program must be recompiled for the FLASH memory model.

 “C” source code is compiled to generate both an .S19 binary file
for the F16-mite and a .MAP file for the ICD debugger. The
compilation steps are shown in Fig.11:

1.  The “C” source code can be optionally pre-processed.
Though this offers certain advantages, it can have side effects
discussed later in the manual.

2.  The "C" source code is translated into assembly language
code by the Dunfield "C" compiler MC16.COM.

OVERVIEW

write code

compile

load

debug

perfect

burn EPROMs

COMPILE

preprocess

compile
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EDITOR

MCC16.COM

progname.asm

SLINK.COM

progname.asm

vectors.asm

large.lib

tofuns.asm
:

abort.asm

progname.c

small.lib

$prognam.1

startupL.asm

Fig. 11 -  Compiling a Program with Dunfield Compiler,
       Source Linker and Assembler

Fig. 12  -  Loading/Debugging with the ICD16 Debugger
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3. With the aid of Dunfield’s source linker program,
SLINK.COM and  an index file identifying the files containing
the various functions, the assembly language code from step 2
is linked with a start-up file and other assembly language files
containing the necessary library functions. All these files are
located in the Dunfield "C" LIB16 library.

4.  Optionally, the resulting assembly code may be optimized to
generate tighter and faster code.

5.  The complete assembly language file generated in step 3 is
assembled into a binary object (.S19) file, as well as an
optional LST file packed with information for the
programmer.

6.  A .MAP file for the ICD16 debugger is generated by
MAP16.COM (or by the optional P&E IASM16).

The preceding steps are conveniently executed by the DDSIDE
Compile directive. Alternate methods of compilation normally
expect the index file to be named SMALL.LIB or LARGE.LIB.
See BATFILES.DOC for a detailed description.

It may be beneficial to halt the compilation process before
completion so that:

(i) An assembler translation of a particular “C” source file
containing useful functions can be generated, and the resulting
.ASM file can then be added to the ..\MC\LIB16 library.

(ii) Assembly by the Dunfield ASM.16 assembler can be
stopped and the optional P&E IASM16 interactive assembler
or CASM16 command line assembler can be used instead. This
operation is best accomplished with batch files DCSA.BAT or
DCLA.BAT. See BATFILES.DOC.

DDSIDE and the numerous batch files used to facilitate the
various program development steps, expect a directory structure as
shown in Fig. 13.

The recommended directory\file structure can be most easily
accomplished by copying the Startup Diskette to the target hard
drive (using DOS XCOPY ../s) and following the
\F16\README.1ST instructions on the Startup Diskette. The
DOS path variable in C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT must be edited to
include the C:\BAT directory so that DOS can find the *BAT files.

link

optimize

assemble

make map file

..all done within
DDSIDE

Partial compilation

..for
library file

..to assemble with
IASM16

DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT

Setting up the
directory structure is

crucial!
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Fig. 13  - File Structure for Development Environment
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SESSION - WALKTHROUGH
_________________________________________________________________________

As in the Quick Start section, the file ..\DEMO_C\STRINGS.C is
used in this sample development session. The process is similar for
all of the DEMO_C tutorial programs. Each starts with a brief
objective and relevant annotations.

While some assembler code details are described, it is not essential
to understand assembly language itself. However, it is important to
recognize it. It is also important to understand the overall makeup
of an assembly language file, as well as how a program works. See
“CPU16”.

Load STRINGS.C into DDSIDE as directed in the “Quick Start”
instructions. Browse through the file using the up and down arrow
keys or the <Page up> and <Page down> keys. Pay special
attention to the [debug] instructions at the beginning of the file.
Observe how various library string functions are called. Note that
functions putstr(..), printf(..), and getch(c) write and get data
from the serial port. On a PC, these same functions would typically
write to the screen and get input from the keyboard.
Consequently, the host PC requires a communications program to
interact with the program running on the F16-mite.

After compiling, assembling, loading and debugging the program,
re-inspect STRINGS.C, modify it and run through the subsequent
steps again. Repeat this process several times to gain experience
and confidence using the development tools.

The same process can be used with the other tutorial programs in
the ..\DEMO_C directory. Cut, paste and modify one or more of
them to create a new, unique program.

..using
STRINGS.C

Inspecting &
Editing the “C”

Program

Examine key
functions

..modify
and experiment

..and repeat with
other DEMO_C

programs
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As per the “Quick Start” instructions, enter <Alt><c> for compile,
then <c><Enter> to start compilation.  This precipitates the
following steps:

Pre-compile: A temporary file containing file 6816IO.H
followed by the contents of STRINGS.C is created. At this
point, the symbols in any “#define ..” statements will be
replaced by the actual values, throughout the file

Compile: The expanded “C” file is translated into assembler
code, placed in a file named STRINGS.ASM.

Slink: Using SMALL.DDM as a template cum index file, a
temporary file is created. The contents of EQUATES.F16,
VECTORS.ASM, and STARTUPS.DDM are copied to
the start of the file, followed by the contents of
STRINGS.ASM from the compile step. At this point,
SLINK will look for undefined symbols (i.e. printf) in the
index file. Here it will find that “printf” is located in library
file PRINTF.ASM, and it will append the contents of that
file to STRINGS.ASM. It will then find that “concat” is
located in library file CONCAT.ASM, and it will append it
also, and so on. Finally, all the variables are accumulated
into the end of the file as directed by the $SE directives in
the startup file STARTUPS.DDM, and memory is reserved
for these variables.

From DDSIDE enter <Alt><c> for Compile and <s> for Steps.
Use the arrow keys to scroll down to “Assemble”. Press <Enter>,
then <Esc> to disable this step. Scroll down to Compile and press
<Enter>.  Compilation and linking will proceed to generate the
complete assembly listing for the program, STRINGS .ASM.
However, DDSIDE will terminate prior to assembly.

Enter <Alt><f> for File and <l><Enter> to load a file into the
DDSIDE editor.  Use the arrow keys to scroll through the pick
list. Select STRINGS .ASM.

Browse through this file. Notice the order of progression:

(i) EQUATES.F16; (ii) followed by VECTORS.ASM; 
(iii) followed by STARTUPS.DDS;  (iv) followed by the assembler
translation of STRINGS.C; (v) followed by the assembler code of
various library functions. It is not important to understand the
assembler code at this point, but it is useful to understand the
overall elements of the program and how they relate to the index
file SMALL.DDM.

Compiling

..involves several
steps

Recompile WITHOUT
assembling

Inspecting the
.ASM file
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Notice how "C" source code and its comments have been retained,
but, commented out by an "*" at the start of each line.  Notice
these assembler comments, but bypass them for now.

Labels with the "?" prefix, such as "?RAMseg", "?AD0", exist
throughout the code.  This prefix is used by the source linker to
ensure these labels have unique names.  When the source linker
encounters a label with a “?” prefix, it adds characters to the label
as required, to ensure that it remains unique.

Towards the end of the file, observe how the initialized global
variable “gstring” is set up. The FCB assembler “pseudo-op”
instructs the assembler to reserve memory bytes and initialize them
as indicated. This is followed by a pool of initialized strings used in
the various format statements following the label ?AD0.  Later
these strings will show up more obviously in the debugger.

Space is then reserved for uninitialized variables. In this case there
are no uninitialized variables other than the MicroC "?temp" and
"?parm". All other variables (strings) are local to function main(),
and are stored on the stack.

To assemble STRINGS.ASM, re-enable the Assemble step in
DDSIDE  (<Alt><c>, <s>, scroll down to “Assemble” and press
<Enter> followed by <Esc>.  Then enter <c> and <Enter> to
compile and assemble). Successful assembly and mapgen generates
the following files:

STRINGS.S19 The binary object file to load into the F16-
mite

STRINGS.LST The list file to be examined next.

STRINGS.MAP The map file used by the ICD debugger.

STRINGS.LST is too large to be inspected in DDSIDE.  With
Windows95, this file can be conveniently inspected with WordPad.
Alternately, the .LST file can be inspected with the optional P&E
IASM16.  To do this, one must quit DDSIDE (<Alt><q>), and
then run IASM16 from DOS by invoking EDA.BAT:

>EDA

Press <F3> to load. At the "Read file" prompt, enter "strings.lst".
Browse through the file.

“C” source code
retained as

“*” comments

“?” prefix ensures
unique labels

global variables
initialized with “FCB”

space reserved for
uninitialized variables

Assembling

and Mapgen

Inspecting the
.LST file

..with W95 WordPad
or IASM16
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Except for a collection of numbers on the left side of the code, this
file, is very similar to STRINGS.ASM. Page down to [editor] line
597:

0200  F5 0F  577   LDAB #$0F  ;BankF = register access

To understand this line, examine each element:

00200 the address of a memory location; in this context,
program memory.

F5 0F the machine language instruction for LDAB (F5)
+ what is to be loaded into B: #$0F (0F or 15d).

577 the line number.  Because of page breaks, this
differs from the editor.

LDAB  #$0F the corresponding assembly language instruction.

;BankF = ... a comment from the assembly language file.

Later examination of memory with the debugger, starting at
location $00200 (00200 hex), will show "F50F" at this location in
memory. Therefore, if a change from "0F" to "0E" is desired, it
can be easily achieved inside the debugger, without exiting to
IASM16 and changing it in the .ASM file, reassembling, etc.

Recall, in STRINGS.C, there was a global string called "gstring".
Find it in STRINGS.LST.  The editor will find "gstring" on line
867.  Enter <^L > for "Find again" and the editor will find
"gstring" on line 1566:

08F0  47 6C 6F 62 61 6C + 1511  gstring FCB 71,108,111,...
08FB  6E 67 00                   1512   FCB 110,103,0

Again, examine the various elements:

08F0 the [starting] address of memory set aside to
hold "gstring".

47 6C 6F 62.. the hex code for 'G' ($47), 'l' ($6C), 'o' ($6F), 'b'
($62).

1511 the list file line number (this differs from the
editor line number).

gstring the label for the starting address of this string
variable (a label for the $008F0 we just noticed).

.LST file is
similar to .ASM file

..with abundant
information

to better understand

the program

and variable locations

..and how variables
are initialized
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FCB assembler nemonic for "define byte storage".

71,108,... the decimal code for each of the characters in
"Global stri"

6E 67 00 hex code for the remaining characters "ng" in
"Global string".

Notice how the string is null (00) terminated.

Later, when inspecting a *.LST file corresponding to the LARGE
memory model, examine how variables are allocated to PAGE 1,
and how the data for the initialized variables are copied from code
page 0 to that page.

Before downloading the object file STRINGS.S19 into the F16-
mite, it must be configured, connected and powered. See Fig. 14:

a)  Remove all shunts on JP1.  These shunts activate advanced
features such as hardware handshaking and remote reset
through the serial port.

b)  Connect the F16-mite to the host PC's printer port LPT1,
through the ICD cable. If connection is to LPT2 instead of the
default LPT1, the following line must be added to file
STARTUP.ICD with a text editor:

LPT2

c)  Connect the serial port on the F16-mite to serial port 2 on the
host PC.  If connection is to serial port 1 instead, the following
line in STARTUP.ICD must be changed with a text editor:

serial 2 9600 n 8 1 ;Set up serial port for COM2
to

serial 1 9600 n 8 1 ;Set up serial port for COM1

d)  Power up the F16-mite by plugging in the three position
regulated power socket.

The F16-mite is now ready to receive and run the STRINGS.S19
object code.

In the LARGE model
variables are in

Page $01

F16-mite Setup

remove serial
configuration shunts

connect ICD cable

connect serial cable

connect power
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FIG. 14  -  CONNECTION & CONFIGURATION OF THE F16-MITE

To download the object file STRINGS.S19 into the F16-mite from
DDSIDE, enter <Alt><t> for Target and <d><Enter> for Debug.
From the P&E IASM16 environment, press <F6> to transfer to
the ICD16 debugger program. ICD16 will flash "press any key to
continue". Do so. The main ICD16 screen, with numerous
windows, will appear.

Loading
F16-mite’s

SRAM
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The F1 window across the bottom of the screen will display the
code being executed from the macro file STARTUP.ICD, scrolling
through very quickly to the "loadall" line while blurting out some
error messages.  At this point, it will prompt for "Name of S
record file". Enter "strings".  The debugger will download the
object code in STRINGS.S19 into the F16-mite, and it will load
STRINGS.MAP, which enables it to display the code for
STRINGS.ASM in the F2 code window.

The instruction pointer IP, at the top center of the screen, should
display "00200". The CPU window should display mostly random
numbers. The F2 Code window should display assembler code
starting with

?startup  equ  *
            LDAB   #$0F       ;BankF...

The F6 memory inspection window should display a pattern of
bits:

00008  02 E0 02 E0 02 E0 02 E0 ...
00010  02 E0 02 E0 02 E0 02 E0 ...

If the CPU window and the F6 window display nothing but zeros,
the F16-mite has not been powered up (check with a voltmeter) or
the ICD cable is not connected, or connected to the wrong printer
port.  In the latter case, enter ">lpt2" and then re-run the
STARTUP.ICD macro by entering ">macro startup".

_________________________________________________

Explore the ICD16's Help system by pressing <F10> and browse
through the menu.  Use the arrow keys to scroll down to
"COMMANDS". Press <Enter> and browse through the various
commands.  Press <Esc> to return to the debug screen and test
some of the more useful commands.

Examine the memory starting at location $00200 by entering

>mdf6 200

Note "F5 0F" in the F6 window. Recall how this was examined
previously in the STRINGS.LST file. Enter ">mdf3 8f0" (memory
display in F3 window) and "gstring" will appear in the F3 window.
This was also examined previously in the STRINGS.LST file.

ICD16 first executes
macro STARTUP.ICD

..which requests
a .S19 file name

Check IP

F2 code window

and F6 memory
inspection window

Signs of trouble?

"Hands On"
Debugging

Session

Explore ICD16
commands

examine memory
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Press <F4> and notice how the debugger steps through
instructions in the F2 Code window.  Also notice the Instruction
Pointer increment in the IP window. Note how register B in the
CPU window now contains "0F" in response to "LDAB  #$0F".
Step again. Notice "K" in the CPU window displays "Fxxx" in
response to "TBEK" (transfer B to EK).

At the ICD16 prompt enter

>gotil main

There will be a beep. Note that the instruction pointer in the little
IP window at the top of. the screen has changed to "003D6 ", and
the line "main PSHM  Z" has been highlighted in the F2 Code
window. In the STRINGS.LST file, this instruction corresponds to
memory location $003D6; therefore, entering

>gotil  3D6

would achieve the same result (but not nearly as intuitively).

Press the down arrow key and notice how the gray highlighted line
moves down in the F2 code window.  Arrow down past "PSHM
D", on the line just below "XGDX" and press <Alt><G> to "gotil"
[this instruction]. Notice that register D has been loaded with
"FFD8", which is the starting address of local [stack] variable p1.
As the first parameter for function strcpy in strcpy(p1, "Part 1" ),
“FFD8” is then pushed on to the stack.

Step down past "LDD  #?AD0+0" and notice that register D has
been loaded with "08FA". This is the starting address of the string
"Part 1", as seen in the F3 window and the second parameter for
the strcpy(..) call.  It too is pushed on to the stack so that the
function strcpy(..) can subsequently retrieve these parameters
from the stack.

Enter:

>mdf6 ffd8

to display the contents of memory at this address in the F6
window, corresponding to the start address of local string variable
"p1". Scroll past the line "JSR  strcpy" in the F2 Code window to
"AIS  #4". Press <Alt><G> to go to this line (i.e., to avoid
stepping through the code of function strcpy(..) ). Notice that "p1"
in the F6 window contains the hex code for the characters "Part
1", terminated by "00".

Step

gotil

use symbols for
addresses

scroll through code

Step over

how initialized strings
are handled

..and passed to
functions

examine a local string
variable on the stack

before

..and after
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Step down past the next "PSHM  D" line (at IP = 003F8), and
notice that "FFD0" has been loaded into register D. This is the
starting address of the local stack variable "p2" and the first
parameter in strcpy( p2, "Part 2" ).  As before, it and subsequently
"0902" ( the starting address of "Part 2") are pushed on the stack
in preparation for the "JSR" to strcpy (p2,"Part 2").

Just above the memory presently being displayed by the F6
inspection window is "p2", stored at $FFD0. To display location
$FFD0, press <F6> and arrow or page up a line. Press <F1> to
return to the debug command window.

Arrow down past the line "JSR  strcpy" in the F2 Code window to
"AIS  #4". Press <Alt><G> to go to this line. Notice in the F6
window that "p2" now contains the hex code for the characters
"Part 2", terminated by "00".

Step down to the next "JSR strcpy" line, and observe how the
local variables, “p1”, “p2” and “w” have been allocated space on
the stack. Compare this to the way these local variables are listed
in the STRINGS.C source file.

Examine another strcpy(..) call by using the arrow keys to scroll
past the "JSR strcpy" line. Enter <Alt><G> to "step over" the
function call.

Step down the code to observe how the start address of the
"\nF16-mite Development System." string is pushed onto the stack
before the JSR to putstr(..).

Enter

>ip 200

and notice how the F2 code window has returned to the "?start"
line and the instruction pointer IP is now "00200".

Enter

>e  7777

and notice in the CPU window how the contents of register E has
been changed. Other registers can be altered in the same way.

Enter

>k  ffff

examine source
and destinations

of a strcpy(..)

scroll the memory
inspection window

before

..and after calling
strcpy(..)

examine local
[stack] variables

..again

and how a string is
passed on the stack

Set IP back to
program start

change register
values

..and ALL address
extensions
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and observe the new value of index extension register K and the
address extensions (high nybble) of the IX, IY and IZ registers.
Enter

>xk  0

and observe the new value of index extension register K and the
address extension (high nybble) of the IX register.

Enter

>dmm  95a

..and press <Enter> and enter the italicized responses to the
following prompts, observing the F3 inspection window (having
set it to display memory starting at $0095A):

0095A = 47    >67
0095B = 6C   ><Enter>
0095C = 6F   >x
>

Enter ">g" for "go" or "run".  The program will start to run, and
the DEBUG F1 window will become a communications window,
displaying any serial data transmitted by the F16-mite to the host
PC. At the same time, any data entered through the PC’s keyboard
will be serially transmitted from the host PC to the F16-mite.

The STRINGS.S19 program in the F16-mite will transmit the
string "\nF16-mite Development System." out through the serial
port to the host PC. This should appear on the DEBUG F1 screen.

If the above message is not displayed, the F16-mite is probably not
connected to COM2 on the host PC. Press <F1> to interrupt the
program and, return to the background debug mode. The
following line should be highlighted in the Code F2 window:

This indicates the program is hanging at this instruction, waiting to
receive a character from the serial port. Paging up will show this
code belongs to the library function chkchr():

..or just change one
address extension

change memory
values

Run the program

..and consider the
communications

If the F16-mite does
not communicate

halt with <F1>

examine code
window

Is it waiting for a
character from the

PC?

In which function is
it?

chkchr  PSHM   K    ;Save extension

BRCLR  SCSR+1,#$40,?AH1 ;No data available
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If the serial connections are in order, the F16-mite may be
connected to COM1 on the host PC. Enter the following
instructions to tell the ICD16 program to use the PC's COM1 (do
not enter italicized comments):

>serialoff disable ICD16's serial communications

>serial  1  9600  n  8  1 set ICD16 to use COM1 at 9600 baud,
etc..

>serialon enable serial communications with new
settings

>g  200 Start running the program from address
$00200

A more permanent change involves exiting ICD16 and editing the
"serial  2  9600  n  8  1" line in the STARTUP.ICD file to indicate
COM1.

If the F16-mite is communicating with the host PC, the following
message will appear:

Enter 2 words and I will compare them.
Then I shall concatenate them.
Enter <Esc> to quit...
>Elvis Presley

Enter "Elvis" <Enter> and "Presley" <Enter> after the prompt.
The program will compare these strings and concatenate them. It
will continue to ask for two new words until <Esc> is pressed.
Alternately, <F1> can be pressed to return to the background
debug mode.

Explore how the strings are compared and concatenated by setting
the instruction pointer back to $00200. Return to main( ), and
page down several lines past the start of the "for(;;)" loop code to
the "TZX" line located just below the line

*57:   if( strcmp( p1, p2 ) > 0 )

Enter <Alt><G> to go to this line at instruction $0047A. Enter
<Alt><B> to enter a breakpoint. Recognizing this instruction is at
address $0047A, the same result can be achieved by entering:

>br  47a enter breakpoint at $047A
>g  200 execute, starting from $0200

Connected to COM1
instead of COM2?

change to COM1

within the debugger

or the
STARTUP.ICD file

Interact with
STRINGS

explore how strings
are compared

Enter
Breakpoints

..and restart
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The program will restart at instruction $200 and stop at instruction
$47A. Entering ">br 47a" again will toggle this breakpoint off.
Entering ">nobr" removes all breakpoints.  Entering <Alt><B>
again at this line will toggle the breakpoint back on.

Explore the code by stepping past the "JSR  strcmp" line as before,
until instruction "AIX  #4” is reached. The instruction pointer
should be at "0048E". Enter <Alt><B> to place another
breakpoint at $48E. Then enter

>time

The debugger will display the time it took the controller to execute
the code between these two breakpoints; that is, to place the
parameters on the stack, execute function strcmp(p1, p2) and
return. Because the debugger has an overhead of about 35us, the
time shown is not very meaningful in this case.

Revisit the ICD16's help system by pressing <F10>. Explore the
various commands and features. Normally ">exit" or <Alt><X>
would be used to end the session, but, for the present exercise,
remove all breakpoints (“>nobr”) and enter:

>ip  200
>goexit

This leaves the program running in the F16-mite.

From DDSIDE, enter <Alt><t> for Target and <c><Enter> for
communication. If using IASM16, press <F7> to open the
communications window in this program.  If the communications
window is blank, press any key and <Enter> once or twice until
there is a response. If there still is no response, change the PC’s
serial port from "COM 2" to "COM 1" as described previously.
Then reopen the communications window.

Disconnect the ICD cable (at the F16 end) before depowering the
PC. Some printer ports can be damaged when connecting a
depowered PC to a powered F16-mite through the ICD cable.

As long as the F16-mite is not depowered, it will retain the
program loaded into SRAM; therefore, the PC could be powered
back up again, DDSIDE could be re-run and the communications
window could be opened to continue interacting with the
STRINGS program still running on the F16-mite.

If the F16-mite is reset by temporarily shorting out the RESET pin
(CN3.2) or by removing and reconnecting power, it will
automatically restart the program in flash EPROM, even if the
program in RAM is intact.  This is because CSBOOT (CSROM) is
the only chip select that is active after a reset.

Toggle
Breakpoints

Time Execution

..between
breakpoints

goexit

..exits debugger
with F16-mite

running

Talk to F16-mite
from DDSIDE

..without ICD cable

..as long as the F16-
mite

is powered

Reset?
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PERMANENT PROGRAM  - LOADING FLASH
_________________________________________________________________________

In DDSIDE, enter <Alt><c> for the Compile menu, <o> for
Options. Press <Enter> until the “Memory Model” shows “Flash”.
Escape and compile as before.

The resulting .S19 object file MUST BE LOADED INTO
FLASH EPROM WITH PROG16, instead of ICD16.  Quit
DDSIDE and run PROG16 by calling PROG16.BAT.

On startup, the *.16P file selector window will show "..\".  Press
<Enter> to display the sibling directories. The \F16\FLASH
directory can be selected from this list by scrolling down with the
arrow keys and pressing <Enter>. It will then display the list of
*.16P files. Select AM9f010m.16P (…m.16P for the mite) from
this pick list. In response to a beep, enter a “0” for the base
address. The appropriate *.S19 file is loaded by invoking "SS" for
"Specify S record". PROG16 expects the .S19 file to reside in the
current directory.

Before loading (programming) the .S19 file into flash, select "BM"
for "Blank check module" to ensure that the flash chips are erased.
If the chips are not erased (i.e. not all bytes set to 0xFF), view
their contents by invoking "SM" for the "Show module" command.

To erase the chips, invoke the "EM" for "Erase module”
command.  PROG16 programs all bits to 0 before erasing the chips
(to $FF’s).  Verify erasure with "Blank check module" before
attempting to program.

Programming is initiated by invoking "PM" for "Program module".
The results of all these operations are shown in the STATUS
window at the bottom of the screen.

Once the program has been loaded into flash EPROM, verify the
contents of flash against the *.S19 file by invoking "VM" for
"Verify module".

Compile for
FLASH

then run
PROG16

select a programming
file corresponding to

flash chips

starting address is “0”

specify a .S19 file

Check that flash
is erased

view contents of flash

.. erase

..and program
(load)

Verify
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DUNFIELD SINGULARITIES
__________________________________________________________________________

Generation of object and .MAP files with Dunfield tools offers
certain advantages.

Code that is optimized with Dunfield’s MCO16 optimizer (-o
switch) becomes faster and more compact.  However, note
that optimized .ASM code is incompatible with the optional
P&E IASM16/CASM16 DOS assemblers and Dunfield’s
ASM16 must be used.  It also bears considering that future
improvements to Dunfield’s compiler will not guarantee
compatibility with P&E assembler, even without optimization.

Thanks to DDSIDE, compilation, assembly and map
generation are integrated into one combined operation.

Much larger programs can be handled by ASM16 since, unlike
IASM16, it does not require that the entire .ASM program be
loaded into memory.

Assembler errors are not automatically flagged on the editor
screen, as with IASM16.  Instead, they must be viewed in the
.LST file, by searching for “ERROR”, using an editor. Alternately,
the “Full Assembly Listing” option can be turned off in DDSIDE
Compile | Options for assembler errors to be displayed in the log
file.

Although pre-processing with MCP (-p switch) is not necessary, it
permits a greater number of #defines and, speeds compilation. On
the downside, the “C” code comments retained in assembler have
their constant symbols substituted by numbers, rendering the code
less descriptive.

MCP requires the more standard #include “file_x.h”.

MCP substitutes inside the asm {..} brackets. This can lead to
“ladb #REG_PG”  being replaced by “ldab #0x0F”, thereby
choking the assembler. Consequently, different symbols should be
used for “C” #define’s and assembler equates.

Dunfield
Assembly &

Map Generation

offers advantages

..and drawbacks

Preprocessing

accepts more
standard notation

..but may substitute
well chosen labels
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Unlike IASM16/CASM16, ASM16 does not accept INCLUDEs.
Consequently, <EQUATES.F16 and <VECTORS.F16 must be
placed ahead of <STARTUPS.ASM in the index/template file
SMALL.DDX to tell SLINK to link in these files.

ASM16 defaults to base 10 and does not accept “$” P&E
directives, such as “$BASE 10” or “$TRUNC”.  Instead of  “{“
brackets, it uses the more standard “(“ brackets. Hence the .DDS
and .P&E flavours of the STARTUPx.* files and DELAY.* files.

Unlike IASM16, ASM16 is intolerant of 68HC11 instructions, and
it expects # ahead of all immediate values, including masks (e.g.,
BCLR  0,X,#LCD_RS).

ASM16 requires upper case register names (D, E, X, Y, Z, K,
instead of d, e, x, y, z, k), and it uses “CC” instead of “ccr” or
“CCR” for the condition code register.

When ASM16 is run as a stand alone program, it puts a default
.HEX extension on its .S19 files. Therefore, the full binary file
name must be entered when loading into ICD16 (i.e.,
filename.hex).  However, this issue is hidden when assembling
from DDSIDE.

ASM16 is normally run from Dunfield’s command coordinator
CC16 by not specifying the -x switch.  In other words, the -x
switch causes CC16 to stop short of assembly.

ASM16 is case sensitive, whereas ICD16 is not.  Hence the -u
(upper case) switch is required for MAP16, in order to generate an
ICD16 compatible .MAP file.

MAP16 uses the .LST file, replete with line numbers, opcodes,
page headers, etc.  To view code only in the ICD’s F2 window,
the window must be moved to the right with the -> key.

In order to generate a .MAP file, MAP16 requires a list file with
“C” comments. Consequently, CC16 must be called with the -l and
-c switch, followed by a call to MAP16:

>cc16  myfile  -pclo
>map16  myfile -ua

These instructions can be carried out more conveniently and
transparently from DDSIDE or by calling DC.BAT.
(See BATFILES.DOC).

Dunfield’s
ASM16

behaves differently
than P&E’s

IASM16/CASM16

MAP16

uses the .LST file

implemented in
DDSIDE
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TROUBLESHOOTING
________________________________________________________________________

When an F16-mite fails to communicate serially, there are several
possible causes:

a) It may be connected to COM1, while the COM program
on the host PC is attempting to communicate with COM2.

b) The connection may be to the host PC’s COM3 or 4,
which are not supported by Dunfield or P&E software.

c) There may be a problem in the serial connection between
the F16-mite and the Host PC (i.e, bad contact).

d) There may be a problem with the host PC’s serial port.

e) There may be a problem with the F16-mite’s serial port.

f) There is another problem with the F16-mite.

In addition to checking connections and settings, further trouble-
shooting might include an attempt to run the F16-mite from a
different host PC.

Likewise, running a recognized quality program under ICD16, and
interrupting it by pressing the <F1> key, may pinpoint the
problem. For instance, the program may be hung, waiting for a
character in a serial function such as getch(). If that is the case, the
F2 code window would show:

…  BRCLR SCSR+1,#$40,*;Wait for character

..further indicating a COM-port mismatch or faulty connection.

When ICD16 is unable to load a program into SRAM, there are
several possible causes:

1. The host PC may be unable to communicate with the F16-
mite’s debug port through the ICD debug cable. An indication
of this situation is the error message: “…unable to enter
Background Debug Mode”.  This may be happening because:

a) There is a bad connection between the host PC’s
printer port and the F16-mite’s debug port.

b) The debug cable is connected to the host PC’s LPT2,
while the ICD16.EXE debugger running on the PC is
attempting to communicate with the PC’s LPT1.

Failure to
COMMUNICATE

SERIALLY

ICD16 UNABLE TO
ENTER

BACKGROUND
DEBUG MODE
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c) The F16-mite will not come out of reset.

d) There is something else wrong with the F16-mite.

2. In addition to checking connections and settings, further
trouble- shooting might include an attempt to run the F16-mite
from a different host PC.

Symptoms of this situation are:

a) No  “…unable to enter Background Debug Mode” error
message.

b) The program appears to load, but inspection of the F2
window after pressing the <F2> key, shows garbage.

c) When run, the program hangs with extension registers (i.e.
K), pointing at unused or inaccessible pages.

To correct this problem, attempt writing to the CPU accumulators
to determine if ICD16 will communicate with the CPU:

>dmm.w  D  1234

If the CPU window on ICD16 displays “1234” in accumulator D,
it proves ICD16 is communicating with the HC16’s CPU. The
problem is something else.

If  “1234” is not displayed in accumulator D, then there is an
ICD16<->HC16 problem as described in “Cannot Enter
Background Debug Mode”.

Assuming that ICD16 can communicate with the HC16’s CPU, an
attempt to write to SRAM is indicated by entering:

>dmm  0
   00000    0>1
   00001    0>2
      :

and so on, to fill the 1st 16 bytes of SRAM with sequential
numbers.  A “.” followed by <Enter> terminates the writing
sequence.  Likely outcomes displayed in the F6 window are:

a) The numbers are written as intended, implying that the
problem is intermittent.

b) Writing one byte affects adjacent bytes or all bytes. It could
be that the SRAM chips are not being enabled correctly,
due to a malfunction in the DS1210 battery switchover
chip (which blocks chip select CS0 on low voltage).

UNABLE TO LOAD
PROGRAM IN

SRAM
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c) Some numbers are written correctly, and some are not.
Usually, when viewed as binary numbers, one or more data
bits are always “1” or “0”, probably because the
corresponding data line is overloaded or shorted.

d) The SRAM cannot be written. CSBOOT, CS0 and CS1
must be enabled correctly in order to write to SRAM.
Perhaps ICD16 did not execute the macro file
STARTUP.ICD (file missing) that sets up the HC16 to
receive a load.

If a program works well under the control of ICD16, but not after
ICD16 has been disconnected or exited with “goexit”, this is an
indication that the program is not recovering from reset.

This is to be expected if the program is in RAM, because, after a
reset, CSBOOT (CSROM) is the only chip select that is active.
Consequently, the program in RAM will be inaccessible.

When a program running in flash EPROM does not recover
gracefully after a reset, it is usually a software problem. The reset
vector may have the wrong address for the start of code, or the
chip select signals may not be set up correctly.

ICD16 can be used to troubleshoot the program in flash EPROM,
albeit less conveniently.  To do this, first rename STARTUP.ICD
to prevent ICD16 from executing the macro to set up chip selects
before it takes over. ICD16 can then be entered without disrupting
execution:

>ICD16  running

..and then press <F1> to allow ICD16 to take control.

Note where the program stopped. Was it a legal instruction?

Note where the various extension registers are pointing. Are they
legal pages?

The debugger will work on a program in flash EPROM, except
that it will be incapable of writing to ROM (i.e, loading code and
writing breakpoints).  However, the map file can be loaded (into
the PC) and the “gotilrom” command can be used instead of
“gotil” or <Alt><g>.

Check the voltage on the data pin D0 while the F16-mite is held in
reset to determine if this pin is being held high, thereby causing
CSBOOT to think it is addressing 16 bit memory instead of 8 bit.

UNABLE TO LOAD
PROGRAM IN

SRAM, ctd..

PROGRAMS DO
NOT RECOVER

FROM RESET
 as anticipated

Is D0 being held
high during reset?
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Q&A  -  FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
________________________________________________________________________

Question: I get a "Code 2 error" when I try to compile my "C" program.  What does this
mean?

Answer: The micro-C compiler cannot find a key file, probably because "SET
MCDIR=C:\F16\MC" was not added to the AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Ensure
that \F16\SETVAR.BAT is set up for the correct drive and, from the current
[sibling] directory, enter at the DOS prompt:

>..\setvar

Question: The ICD16 debugger produces a string of "Bus error ... unimplemented
memory - no DSACK" or "Debugger supplied DSACK - probable memory
implementation error" messages. What is happening?

Answer: This is quite normal at startup before the instruction pointer (IP) is set by
STARTUP.ICD. The debugger is probably trying to read code from an
unimplemented address into the F2 code window.

These error messages indicate that the debugger is trying to access memory
locations that have not been set up for the type of access being attempted. This
could mean that the chip select signals have not been set up as expected
(missing or defective STARTUP.ICD file) or that an inspection window is
inspecting addresses that have not been set up for a READ by any chip select.
Ensure that there is a healthy STARTUP.ICD file in the working directory. It
can be inspected for obvious problems with a text editor, or a fresh
STARTUP.ICD can be copied into the working directory.

If the problem persists, check the following questions for more clues.

Question: I cannot load a *.S19 file into the F16-mite, as per instructions. What could be
wrong?

Answer: The ICD ribbon cable may not be connected correctly. The connectors are not
polarized, but position 1 corresponds to the red conductor. Pin 1 on the debug
port is identified by a white triangle and pin 1 on the ICD housing is identified
by a red mark (closest to two bare pins).

The ICD cable may not be connected to the correct printer port.
IASM16.EXE and ICD16.BAT are shipped pre-configured to use LPT1.  To
access LPT2, reconfigure IASM16.EXE's <F6> hot key with
IASMINST.EXE and use a text editor to edit ICD16.BAT accordingly.
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If it is possible to write to the 68HC16 on-chip registers (ie. change IP, IX,
XK, etc.), but not to the memory chips (using the debugger's "dmm" or "bf"
commands and inspecting memory with the F3 or F6 windows), it is likely that
the chip selects required to write to these memory chips have not been enabled
by STARTUP.ICD.  STARTUP.ICD MUST be present in the working
directory to set up these chip selects when the ICD16 debugger is first loaded.

Question: I cannot even write to the 68HC16 on-chip registers.  What could be wrong?

Answer: The 68HC16 may be held in RESET by the ICD cable or by some other cause.
An important clue can be obtained by attempting to run the program that was
loaded into flash at time of shipment. See “Quick Start - Stand Alone
Operation” at the start of this manual.

If the flash EPROM program works, there is probably a communication
problem between your PC's printer port and the 68HC16 chip. Copy
STARTUP.ICD and ICD16.EXE to another PC (from a different
manufacturer) and attempt a debugging session using it. Not all printer ports
have all signals enabled. For additional assistance, call Intec.

Check the DC and AC voltages on one of the power pins (i.e. CN2.1).
Excessive ripples or voltages out of the specified 5v+/- 5% can cause the
under-voltage detector to reset the controller. Call Intec for assistance.

Question: Why do demo programs not communicate through the serial port to the host
PC as indicated?

Answer: Try to run the program in flash EPROM, following the instructions in “Quick
Start - Stand Alone Operation” at the start of this manual. Change the
communications port in the COM program, and connect onto an alternate
communications port on the PC. If none of the combinations work, call Intec.

Question: Why do I get a "Debugger supplied DSACK - probable memory
implementation error" message when I try to inspect registers with the F6
window?

Answer: The F6 inspection window is restricted to lower addresses. Use the F3 window
instead. It can read and display the registers in high memory.

Question: Why do I get a "Map file not found - usage: LOADMAP filename" on startup
of ICD16?

Answer: The file name may have been entered incorrectly. Alternately, it may not be in
the current directory, or you may have a deviant Windows/DOS combination
that cannot always locate files.

Question: Why can I not make sense of the values in the GPT timer registers when I
inspect them with the ICD16 debugger?
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Answer: The FRZ[1] bit in the GPTMCR register must be set in order to freeze the
current state of the GPT when the debugger takes control of the CPU.
Otherwise, the GPT keeps running, presenting an unexpected moving target.

Question: Why does IASM16 give me an "Error  - parameter must use mask pattern or
symbols C, K, Z, Y, Z, E and/or D" at a PSHM statement that uses these
symbols?

Answer: These are considered reserved names. Avoid using any of these symbols to
name program variables.

Question: What are the '?'s found in many of the *.ASM files and especially the
STARTUP*.* files?

Answer: A '?' at the start of a (.ASM) symbol advises SLINK.COM to modify the
symbol to ensure that it remains unique.

Question: Why does the debugger show the instruction pointer IP at the top of the data
page (around $1:FFFE) when I stop the program?

Answer: The program has probably been stopped in the middle of a loop in the
delay(ms ) function, which runs in the 68HC16's internal RAM to make it wait
state independent.

Question: Is the power-up sequence of the PC and F16-mite important?

Answer: Normally this is not important, and the F16-mite can be left powered or
depowered while connected to the host PC through the ICD cable. However,
some PCs have "variant" parallel ports that drain current from a powered F16-
mite to the depowered PC through the ICD cable. This can be stressful to the
capacitor on the F16-mite's power conditioning circuit. In such cases, it is
advisable to depower the F16-mite when the PC is depowered. Do not power
it up again until after the PC.

Question: Why do I get a "Keyboard error Press <F1> to RESUME" error when I start
up my PC while it is connected to the F16-mite?

Answer: The PC has a "variant" parallel port and was depowered while connected to a
powered F16-mite. To avoid permanent damage to the parallel port, ensure
that the F16-mite is depowered or the ICD cable is disconnected BEFORE
depowering the host PC.
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PORT DETAILS
____________________________________________________________________________

CN1
CN1 Pin

#
Function after

Reset
Optional
Function

IOH(ma) IOL(ma)

1 *DS PE4
2 *BERR - - -
3 GND - - -
4 DSCLK - - -
5 GND - - -
6 FREEZE - - -
7 *RESET - - -
8 DSI IPIPE1 - -
9 +5V - - -

10 DSO IPIPE0 - -

CN2
CN2 Pin

#
Function after

Reset
Optional
Function

IOH(ma) IOL(ma)

1 +5v - - -
2 GND - - -
3 PF7 *IRQ7 0.8 5.3
4 PF6 *IRQ6 0.8 5.3
5 PF5 *IRQ5 0.8 5.3
6 PF4 *IRQ4 0.8 5.3
7 PF3 *IRQ3 0.8 5.3
8 PF2 *IRQ2 0.8 5.3
9 PF1 *IRQ1 0.8 5.3

10 PF0 MODCLK 0.8 5.3
11 GND - - -
12 PE7 SIZ1 0.8 5.3
13 PE6 SIZ0 0.8 5.3
14 PE5 *AS 0.8 5.3
15 PE4 *DS 0.8 5.3
16 PE2 *AVEC 0.8 5.3
17 PE1 *DSACK1 0.8 5.3
18 PE0 *DSACK0 0.8 5.3
19 +5v - - -
20 GND - - -
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CN3
CN3 Pin

#
Function after

Reset
Optional Function IOH(ma) IOL(ma)

1 W/*R - 0.8 5.3
2 R/*W - 0.8 12
3 *Reset - 0.8 5.3
4 A4 - 0.8 1.6
5 A3 - 0.8 5.3
6 A2 - 0.8 5.3
7 A1 - 0.8 5.3
8 A0 - 0.8 5.3
9 D15 - 0.8 1.6

10 D14 - 0.8 1.6
11 D13 - 0.8 1.6
12 D12 - 0.8 1.6
13 D11 - 0.8 1.6
14 D10 - 0.8 1.6
15 D9 - 0.8 1.6
16 D8 - 0.8 1.6
17 *CS10 ECLK 0.8 5.3
18 *CS2 *BGACK 0.8 5.3
19 *CS3 PC0 0.8 5.3
20 +5V - - -
21 GND - - -
22 *CS4 PC1 / LCD_RS 0.8 5.3
23 *CS5 PC2 / LCD_E 0.8 5.3
24 *CS6 PC3/LCD_D1/KP0 0.8 5.3
25 *CS7 PC4/LCD_D0/KP1 0.8 5.3
26 *CS8 PC5/LCD_D3/KP2 0.8 5.3
27 *CS9 PC6/LCD_D2/KP3 0.8 5.3
28 PCS3 PQS6/KP4 0.8 5.3
29 PCS2 PQS5/KP5 0.8 5.3
30 PCS1 PQS4/KP6 0.8 5.3
31 PCS0 *SS/PQS3/KP7 0.8 5.3
32 SCK PQS2 0.8 5.3
33 MOSI PQS1 0.8 5.3
34 MISO PWS0 0.8 5.3
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CN4
CN4 Pin Function after

Reset
Optional
Function

IOH(mA) IOL(mA)

1 +5V - - -
2 GND - - -
3 PCLK - - -
4 PWMB - 0.8 1.6
5 PWMA - 0.8 1.6
6 PAI - 0.8 1.6
7 IC4/OC5 PGP7 0.8 1.6
8 OC4 PGP6 0.8 1.6
9 OC3 PGP5 0.8 1.6

10 OC2 PGP4 0.8 1.6
11 OC1 PGP3 0.8 1.6
12 IC3 PGP2 0.8 1.6
13 IC2 PGP1 0.8 1.6
14 IC1 PGP0 0.8 1.6

CN5:
CN5 Pad Function after Reset Optional Function

1 HC16_TX -
2 N/C -
3 232_Tx -
4 PC_RTS SER_INT
5 232_Rx -
6 PC_CTS SER_ACK
7 PC_DTR RESET
8 N/C -
9 Gnd -

10 HC16_RX -

JP1:
Shunt Pin  Signal Shunt Pin Signal

1 PC_DTR 2 *RESET
3 SER_INT 4 *IRQ7 (NMI)
5 SER_ACK 6 PortF6
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CN6:
POWER Pin # Function after Reset Optional Function

1 GND -
2 +5V -
3 GND -

CN7:
A/D Pin # Function after

Reset
Optional
Function

IOH(ma) IOL(ma)

1 +5V - - -
2 GND - - -
3 AI0 PADA0
4 AGND - - -
5 AI1 PADA1
6 AGND - - -
7 AI2 PADA2
8 AGND - - -
9 AI3 PADA3

10 AGND - - -
11 AI4 PADA4
12 AGND - - -
13 AI5 PADA5
14 AGND - - -
15 AI6 PADA6
16 AGND - - -
17 AI7 PADA7
18 AGND - - -
19 +5V_Analog - - -
20 AGND - - -
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RTL16 Library of Useful C Callable Functions

Analog to Digital Conversion (A/D)

  ad_8scn_get( )   Returns sum of 8 consecutive A/D scans on a given channel

  ad_avg_get( )   Returns average of 8 consecutive A/D scans on a given channel

  ad_chan_get( )   Determines which channel is being scanned

  ad_get(channel )   Returns the number of counts corresponding to the input voltage

  ad_init(clk_div,… )   Initializes the analog to digital conversion module on the ‘HC16

  ad_seq_get( )   Determines the scanning sequence that is in effect for the A/D

  mv_get(ad_count )   Returns the millivolts corresp. to the counts read by an A/D channel

Digital to Analog Conversion (D/A)

  da_init(n_chan )   Initializes the controller for 2 or 4 channels of D/A conversion

  da2put(da_counts )   Sends the 2 values in array da_counts  to a dual D/A converter

  da4put(da_counts )   Sends the 4 values in array da_counts  to both dual D/A converters

Bit Manipulation

  bit_clr(pg, addr, mask )   Clears a bit or bits in the byte at this address

  bit_clrw(pg, addr, mask )   Clears a bit or bits in the word at this address

  bit_set(pg, addr, mask )   Sets a bit or bits in the byte at this address

  bit_setw(pg, addr, mask )   Sets a bit or bits in the word at this address

  test_bit(page, addr, bit )   Returns 1 if the bit is set, or 0, if it is clear

Trigonometry (integer)

  cos(angle )   Returns 10,000 the cosine of this angle as an integer value

  sin(angle )   Returns 10,000 the sine of this angle as an integer value

Digital Input and Output (I/O)

  dio_init( )   Sets up the 8255 chip and other ports to known states

  get_pin(port, pin )   Returns zero if pin is low, otherwise, returns a non-zero value

  set_pin(port, pin, state )   Sets this pin on this port to this state (ON or OFF)

  irq_clr( )   Sets up Port2 on F16vxx as a general purpose digital input port

  irq_set(pin, set )   Enables/disables interrupt requests when Port2 pins are pulled low

  port3_dir(in )   Sets Port3 (8255 PortB) as Inputs if in = 1; otherwise, as Outputs
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Clock Chip (Option)

  ds_get24(here )   Returns all 24 bytes from the DS1302 clock chip in array here

  ds_getb( which_b)   Returns the byte at location which_b from the DS1302 clock chip

  ds_put24(string )   Stores all 24 bytes in array string  in the DS1302 clock chip

  ds_putb(a_byte, where )   Stores a_byte  at location where in the DS1302 clock chip

  get_time(time )   Reads the dat:time from DS1302 clock chip into structure time

  set_time(time )   stores the dat:time in structure time  in the DS1302 clock chip

Time Delay

  delay(ms )  The program hangs in a loop for the desired millisecond delay

LCD and Keypad

  kpd_chkch( )   Determines if a keypad has been pressed and returns its value

  kpd_getc( )   Waits for a keypad key to be pressed and then returns the key’s value

  lcd_clear(line )   Clears one or both lines of the LCD, placing the cursor at start of line

  lcd_control(code )   A low level function that sends a control code to the LCD

  lcd_init(lines, font, cur )   Initializes the number of lines and other characteristics of the LCD

  lcd_locate(position )   Places the cursor at a given position on the LCD

  lcd_putch(character )   writes a single character to the cursor location on the LCD

  lcd_putstr(string )   Writes a string to the LCD

Table Look-up With Interpolation

  lookDown(table, value )   Returns the A/D count for a given value  by interpolating a lookup
  table  of values

  lookUp(table, count )   Returns the value for a given A/D count, by interpolated a lookup
  table  of values

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

  pwm_duty(chan, duty )   Sets the duty cycle on either of the PWM channels

  pwm_rate(chan, …)   Sets the frequency of the PWM counter for this channel

Miscellaneous

  ratio(a, b, c )   Returns the value of “a * b / c” when “a * b” would otherwise overflow

  sort(array, rank, n)   Sorts array  by placing the rank of array elements in array rank

  uratio(a, b, c )   Similar to ratio(a, b, c ) except, for dealing with unsigned integers

Debugging

  trace(value )   Writes a record in a trace buffer with its call address and value

  trace_init( )   Sets aside and clears a 1K trace buffer
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ad_8scn_get

Function Returns the sum of  8 consecutive A/D conversions on a pre-selected
channel. A count of 0 corresponds to an input voltage equal to Vref-,
and a count of 8184 (1023 x 8) corresponds to an input voltage equal
to Vref+ for 10 bit resolution.

Syntax int ad_8scn_get() // returns the sum of  8 consec. A/D scans

Return Value Returns the sum of  8 consecutive A/D conversions on a pre-selected
channel corresponding to the average input voltage to this channel over
the scan period in a multi scan sequence on a single channel:

10 bit counts = Vin * 1024 / (Vref+ - Vref-)
  8 bit counts = Vin * 256 / (Vref+ - Vref-)

Arguments None. The channel and scan rate are [pre] selected by ad_init(..).

Remarks This function can only be used when modes 1 or 5 are set by
ad_init(..) for an 8 scan sequence on a single channel. The channel
being scanned is also set by ad_init(..). This fumction is equivalent to
ad_avg_get( ), but is faster and offers slightly better resolution.

Example ad_init( 3, 2, 10, 5, 4 ); // ADC_clk = Sys_clk/8, sample 8 ADC tics
// 10 bit res’ln, continuous 8 scan seq. on
// channel 4 

putstr( "\n8 scan accumulation for channel 4\n:" );
while( getch() != 0x1b )

        printf( "\n      %d", ad_8scn_get(  ) );
              :

See Also: ad_avg_get; ad_chan_get; ad_get; ad_init; ad_seq_get; mv_get.
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ad_avg_get

Function Averages the number of A/D counts read from a given channel when it
is scanned multiple times.  The average count corresponds to the
average input voltage to this channel over the duration of the scan.  A
count of 0 corresponds to an input voltage equal to Vref-, and a count
of 1023 corresponds to an input voltage equal to Vref+ for 10 bit
resolution.

Syntax int ad_avg_get( seq );

Return Value Returns the average number of counts corresponding to the average
input voltage to this channel over the scan period in a multi scan
sequence on a single channel:

10 bit counts = Vin * 1024 / (Vref+ - Vref-)
  8 bit counts = Vin * 256 / (Vref+ - Vref-)

Arguments int seq; Can be 4 or 8, to indicate the channel is scanned  4 or 8
times in a scan sequence. This value must correspond to
the mode selected by ad_init(..).

Remarks This function can only be used when modes 0, 1, 4 or 5 are set by
ad_init(..), for 4 or 8 scan sequence of a single channel.  The channel
being scanned is also set by ad_init(..).

Example ad_init( 3, 2, 10, 5, 4 ); // ADC_clk = Sys_clk/8, sample for 8 ADC tics
// 10 bit resolution, continuous 8 scan seq. on
// channel 4

putstr( "\n8 scan average count for channel 4\n:" );
while( getch() != 0x1b )
        printf( "\n      %d", ad_avg_get( 8 ) );

:

See Also: ad_8scn_get; ad_chan_get; ad_get; ad_init; ad_seq_get; mv_get.
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ad_chan_get

Function Determines which channel is being scanned by the A-to-D converter.

Syntax int ad_chan_get();

Return Value Returns 0..7, corresponding to the channel being scanned, or to the -ve
value of the channel if it corresponds to the start channel of a multiple
channel scan.

Arguments None.

Example       :
if( (seq = ad_seq_get() )  < 0 )
    return;
printf( "\nThe average count on channel %d is %d",

ad_chan_get(), ad_avg_get( seq ));
:

See Also: ad_8scn_get; ad_avg_get; ad_get; ad_init; ad_seq_get; mv_get.
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ad_get

Function Reads an A/D channel and returns to it the number of counts
corresponding to the input voltage.  A count of 0 corresponds to an
input voltage equal to Vref-, and a count of 1023 corresponds to an
input voltage equal to Vref+ for 10 bit resolution.

Syntax int ad_get( channel );

Return Value Returns the number of counts corresponding to the input voltage to
this channel:

10 bit counts = Vin * 1024 / (Vref+ - Vref-)
  8 bit counts = Vin * 256 / (Vref+ - Vref-)

Arguments int channel; The A/D channel to be read.

Example ad_init( 3, 2, 10, 7, 0 ); // ADC_clk = Sys_clk/8, sample for 8 ADC tics
// 10 bit resolution, scan 8 channels continuously

while( getch() != 0x1b ) {
putstr( "\nA/D counts for 8 channels:" );
for( pin = 0; pin < 8; pin++ )
        printf( "     %d  %4d", pin, ad_get( pin ) );
}
:

See Also: ad_8scn_get; ad_avg_get; ad_chan_get; ad_init; ad_seq_get; mv_get.
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ad_init

Function Initializes the analog-to-digital converter module.

Syntax int ad_init( clk_div, sample, resolution, mode, channel );

Return Value Returns 0 (no error) on success, or a negative number for illegal
parameters.  The number corresponds to the first illegal parameter.

Arguments int clk_div; Determines the ADC clock speed which must be
between   0.5 and 2.1 MHz:

clk_div  ADC clock KHz for Sys_clk = 16.8Mhz

  1    Sys_clk/4 out of range
  2    Sys_clk/6 out of range
  3    Sys_clk/8 2,907
   :        :       :
30    Sys_clk/62    271
31    Sys_clk/64    262

int sample; Sets the number of ADC clock tics that a channel is
connected to the ADC.

sample connect time in ADC tics
0 1
1 4
2 6
3 8

The total duration of an A/D measurement in Sys_clk tics is:

AD_period = clk_div * ( 2*(sample + 1) + 6 ) Sys_clk tics
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ad_init, ctd…

Arguments, ctd..
int resolution;    Set at 10 for 10 bit resolution or 8 for 8 bit resolution

int mode; 0: one shot,  1 channel,  4 conv sequence
1:    :       1   :        8        :
2:    :       4   :      (4)      :
3:    :       8   :      (8)      :
4: continuous, 1   :        4        :
5:    :       1   :        8        :
6:    :       4   :      (4)      :
7:    :       8   :    (8)      :

int channel; Channel or start channnel in multi channel scan:
  0: ADC00      ...     7: ADC07
12: Vref H         13: VrefL
14: (VrefH + VrefL)/2

Remarks ad_init(..) must be called first to initialize the ADC before any other
ad_get() type function is called.

High input resistance (i.e protection resistance) requires slower
conversion rates.

Example ad_init( 3, 2, 10, 7, 0 ); // ADC_clk = Sys_clk/8, sample for 8 ADC tics
// 10 bit resolution, scan 8 channels continuously

while( getch() != 0x1b ) {
putstr( "\nA/D counts for 8 channels:" );
for( pin = 0; pin < 8; pin++ )
        printf( "     %d  %4d", pin, ad_get( pin ) );
}
:

See Also: ad_8scn_get; ad_avg_get; ad_chan_get; ad_get; ad_seq_get; mv_get.
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ad_seq_get

Function Determines the scanning sequence in effect for the A-to-D converter.

Syntax int ad_seq_get();

Return Value Returns 4 or 8 to indicate if one channel is being scanned 4 or 8 times.
Returns -4 or -8 if 4 or 8 channels are being scanned.

Arguments None.

Example       :
if( (seq = ad_seq_get() )  < 0 )
    return;
printf( "\nThe average count on channel %d is %d",

ad_chan_get(), get_avad( seq ));
  :

See Also: ad_8scn_get; ad_avg_get; ad_chan_get; ad_get; ad_init; mv_get.
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bit_clr

Function Clears a bit or bits in a byte.

Syntax bit_clr( page, address, mask );

Return Value None

Arguments int  page, Number of the (64KB) mem. page containing the byte.
      address, The address of the byte in this 64KB memory page.
      mask; A word with the bits to be cleared set and remaining bits

cleared.

Remarks The memory location is first read.  This is not always valid as some
locations such as the CFORC register are write only.

Example     :
bit_clr( REG_PG, PORTE0, LCDRS ); // Clear RS line for control
bit_set( REG_PG, PORTE0, LCDEN ); // Toggle LCD enable line
bit_clr( REG_PG, PORTE0, LCDEN );
    :

See Also bit_clrw, bit_set, bit_setw, setbit, testbit.
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bit_clrw

Function Clears a bit or bits in a word.

Syntax bit_clrw( page, address, mask );

Return Value None

Arguments int  page, Number of the (64KB) mem. page containing the byte.
      address, The address of the word in this 64KB memory page.
      mask; A word with the bits to be cleared set and remaining bits

cleared.

Remarks The memory location is first read.  This is not always valid as some
locations such as the CFORC register are write only.

Example     :
bit_clrw( REG_PG, PACTL, PAEN ); // Clear (disable) pulse accum.
    :

See Also bit_clr, bit_set, bit_setw, setbit, testbit.
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bit_set

Function Sets a bit or bits in a byte.

Syntax bit_set( page, address, mask );

Return Value None

Arguments int  page, Number of the (64KB) mem. page containing the byte.
      address, The address of the byte in this 64KB memory page.
      mask; A word with the bits to be cleared set and remaining bits

cleared.

Remarks The memory location is first read.  This is not always valid as some
locations such as the CFORC register are write only.

Example     :
bit_clr( REG_PG, PORTE0, LCDRS ); // Clear RS line for control
bit_set( REG_PG, PORTE0, LCDEN ); // Toggle LCD enable line
bit_clr( REG_PG, PORTE0, LCDEN );
    :

See Also bit_clr, bit_clrw, bit_setw, setbit, testbit.
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bit_setw

Function Sets a bit or bits in a word.

Syntax bit_setw( page, address, mask );

Return Value None

Arguments int  page, Number of the (64KB) mem. page containing the byte.
      address, The address of the word in this 64KB memory page.
      mask; A word with the bits to be cleared set and remaining bits

cleared.

Remarks The memory location is first read.  This is not always valid as some
locations such as the CFORC register are write only.

Example     :
bit_setw( REG_PG, PACTL, PACTL ); // Set (enable) pulse accum.
    :

See Also bit_clr, bit_set, bit_set, setbit, testbit.
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cos

Function Returns the cosine of an angle.in fixed point notation

Syntax int cos( angle );

Return Value Returns the cosine in the range of -10000 to + 10000.

Arguments int  angle; Measured in units of 0.0001 radians in the
range of 0 to 62,831, where 62,832 = 10000.*.2 *Pi

Remarks The angle must be an unsigned integer.  Negative angles will produce
unexpected results.

Example     :
angle = uratio( w_time - lowtime/2, 31416, period - lowtime );
cell[chan].Ttarget = cell[chan].Ttarg_min + amplitude

+ ratio( amplitude, cos( angle ), 10000 );
    :

See Also sin.
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da_init

Function Initializes a 2 or 4 channels digital to analog converter (D/A).

Syntax da_init( n_chan );

Return Value Returns 0 if n_chan is not  an acceptable value (2 or 4 channels).

Argument unsigned int n_chan; The number of D/A channels to initialize.

Remarks One or two dual D/A converter chips must be installed in socket U18
on the F16v2.5.

Data is transferred to the D/A converter chips through the QSPI port,
using PortQS.6 (a.k.a. PCS3) to select these chips.  As a consequence,
PortQS.6 cannot be used for other functions without affecting the D/A
converters.

Example      :
#define  N_CHAN   2 // Assume 2 ch D/A on board
int da_count[N_CHAN]; // Array to hold D/A counts
      :
    da_init( N_CHAN ); // Initialize the HC16 to talk to one dual D/A
        :
    da_count[0] = 2048; // Set chan0 to 50% full scale
    da_count[1] = 4095; // Set chan1 to 100% full scale
    da2put( da_count ); // and feed this array to da2put
       :

See Also da2put, da4put.
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da2put

Function sets both outputs of a dual analog converter (D/A) to specified levels.

Syntax da2put( da_count );

Return Value Returns value of last D/A count.

Argument int da_count[2]; Array of 2 D/A counts
da_count[i] =       0 à  Vout[i] =        0 v
da_count[i] = 4095 à  Vout[i] = 4.095 v

Remarks Both D/A converters are loaded at the same time by first loading an
array with the desired values and then passing the address of this array
to function da2put( da_counts ).

Example      :
#define  N_CHAN   2 // Assume 2 ch D/A on board
int da_count[N_CHAN]; // Array to hold D/A counts
      :
    da_init( N_CHAN ); // Initialize the HC16 to talk to one dual D/A
        :
    da_count[0] = 2048; // Set chan0 to 50% full scale
    da_count[1] = 4095; // Set chan1 to 100% full scale
    da2put( da_count ); // load array into D/A converter
      :

See Also da_init, da4put.
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da4put

Function sets all 4 outputs of a two dual analog converter (D/A) to specified
levels.

Syntax da4put( da_count );

Return Value Returns value of last D/A count.

Argument int da_count[4]; Array of 4 D/A counts
da_count[i] =       0 à  Vout[i] =        0 v
da_count[i] = 4095 à  Vout[i] = 4.095 v

Remarks All 4 D/A converters are loaded at the same time by first loading an
array with the desired values and then passing the address of this array
to function da4put( da_counts ).

Example      :
#define  N_CHAN   4 // Assume 4 ch D/A on board
int da_count[N_CHAN]; // Array to hold D/A counts
      :
    da_init( N_CHAN ); // Initialize the HC16 to talk to two dual D/A’s
    da_count[0] = 0;
        :
    for( da_chan = 1; da_chan < 4; ++da_chan ) {
        da_count[da_chan] = da_count[da_chan-1] + 1024;
    }
    --da_count[3]; // keep within 12 bit range
    da4put( da_count ); // load array into D/A converter
       :

See Also da_init, da2put.
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delay

Function Causes the program to hang in a loop for a given amount of time.

Syntax delay( ms );

Return Value None.

Argument unsigned int ms; The delay time in miliseconds.

Remarks The delay time depends on the system clock speed, the number of wait
states in the memory chip accesses and the number and duration of
interrupts.  This can be adjusted by trial and error by changing the
value of NDELAY in the 6816RLPx.ASM files.

Other than interrupts, no other processing takes place while the delay is
in progress.

Example     :
lcd_locate( 5 ); // place cursor at position 6
lcd_putstr( "Greetings" ); // "Greetings" starts at position 6
delay( 2000 ); // delay 2 secs for effect
lcd_locate( 0x40 + 2 ); // Place cursor on pos’n 3 of line 2
lcd_putstr( "from your Freedom16" ); // and write, starting there
   :
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dio_init

Function Sets up the 82C55 chip (port B as an input) and sets various port
images and sets the CFORC register image to a known state.

Syntax dio_init();

Return Value None.

Arguments None.

Remarks This function must not be used with the Freedom16-mite or the
Motorola EVB16, since neither of these have 82C55 chips.

On boards with the 82C55 chip, this function must be called before any
of the following groups of functions:

IO get_pin, set_pin
KPD get_key
LCD lcd_putch, lcd_putstr, lcd_clear, lcd_control
PWM pwm_rate, pwm_duty

Example        :
dio_init(); // initialize CFORC image to a known state
       :
pwm_rate( 0, 6, 1 ); // Set PWM A to blink a LED at 4Hz
       :

See Also get_pin, irq_clr, irq_set, lcd_init, set_pin.
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ds_get24

Function Reads all 24 bytes from the RAM on the DS1302 clock chip into a
buffer, whose address is given as the parameter to this function

Syntax char *ds_get24( char *string );

Return Value Pointer to the parameter string[24].

Argument char *string; A buffer [holder] for at least 24 bytes.

Remarks Fills the buffer pointed to by the parameter with all 24 bytes read from
the DS1202 RAM.  This array must be large enough to receive 24
bytes, or other variables in memory may be overwritten.

Example     :
char buffer[26]; // string to hold data from DS1202 RAM
    :
ds_put24( "i am getting to know you " ); // Store something in RAM
    :
ds_get24( buffer ); // Retrieve the data
putstr( buffer ); // ..and display it
    :

See Also ds_getb, ds_put24, ds_putb, get_time, set_time.
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ds_getb

Syntax char ds_getb( int where );

Return Value The byte retrived from location "where" of the DS1202 RAM.

Argument int where; Byte to retrieve from the DS RAM

Remarks The value of "where" is not bound checked.  It must be in the range
0 <= where < 24.

Example     :
char array[26], // string to hold data from DS1202 RAM
        c; // a character
    :
ds_put24( "i am getting to know you " ); // Store something in RAM
    :
c = ds_getb( 0 ); // Retrieves an 'i'
putch( c ); // Display it
    :

See Also ds_get24, ds_put24, ds_putb, get_time, set_time.
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    ds_put24

Syntax ds_put24( char *string );

Return Value None.

Argument char *string; The start address of the 24 consecutive bytes to
be stored in the RAM on the battery backed
DS1302 clock chip.

Remarks 24 consecutive bytes will be stored, regardless of the length of "string".

Although minute, the DS1302 RAM, being non volatile and easier to
overwrite than flash EPROM, and using much less power than the
SRAMs, can be very useful for storing key parameters.  Data will be
retained for the life of the battery, which is around 10 years.

Example     :
char buffer[26]; // string to hold data from DS1202 RAM
    :
ds_put24( "i am getting to know you " ); // Store something in RAM
    :
ds_get24( buffer ); // Retrieve the data
putstr( buffer ); // ..and display it
    :

See Also ds_get24, ds_getb, ds_putb, get_time, set_time.
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ds_putb

Syntax ds_putb( int a_byte, int where );

Return Value None.

Argument int where; Location in DS RAM from where the byte is to
be retrieved.

Remarks The value of "where" is not bound checked.  It must be in the range
0 <= were < 24.

Although minute, the DS1302 RAM, being non volatile and easier to
overwrite than flash EPROM, and using much less power than the
SRAMs, can be very useful for storing key parameters.  Data will be
retained for the life of the battery, which is around 10 years.

Example     :
char array[26], // string to hold data from DS1202 RAM
        c; // a character
    :
ds_put24( "i am getting to know you " ); // Store something in RAM
    :
ds_putb( 'I', 0 ); // Overwrite the 'i' by 'I'
c = ds_getb( 0 ); // Retrieves an 'I'
putch( c ); // Display it
    :

See Also ds_get24, ds_getb, ds_put24, get_time, set_time.
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get_pin

Function Returns the status of a particular pin in any port from Port0 to Port4,
regardless of whether it is an input or output.

Syntax int get_pin( int port, int pin );

Return Value Returns 0 if the pin is low, or !0 if the pin is high.
Returns -1 for illegal port or pin numbers.

Arguments int port, A value of 0..4, corresp. to the port being checked.
     pin; A value of 0..7, corresponding to the pin being checked.

Remarks The return value may not be meaningful when used on the A/D port
(Port0) unless the input values are within TTL scecifications.

The function dio_init() must be called first to initialize the 8255 chip
and to set port images to a known state.

Example       :
dio_init(); // initialize 8255, set images to known state
       :
set_pin( PORT1, 4, OFF ); // Set pin Port1.4 low
status = get_pin( PORT1, 0 ); // Verify that this pin is low
if( status ) {

:

See Also dio_init, port3_dir, set_pin.
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get_time

Function Reads the time from the optional DS1202 clock chip.

Syntax struct timestruc *get_time( struct timestruc *time );

Return Value Pointer to a [pre-existing] timestruc structure containing date and time
information.  This structure is defined in file CLOCK.H.

Argument struct timestruc *time; Pointer to a [pre-existing] timestruc
structure to contain date and time
information.

Example     :
get_time( time );               
if( prevmin != time.minute ) {  // update LCD time ea minute
    sprintf( buffer, "`%02d %02d %02d %02d %02d:%02d:",

     time.year,time.day,time.month,time.date,
     time.hour,time.minute );

    lcd_putstr( buffer );       // Write string starting at line2.0
}
:

See Also ds_get24, ds_getb, ds_put24, ds_putb, set_time.
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irq_clr

Function Sets Port2 up as a general purpose digital input port and insures that
interrupt requests are not triggered when Port2 pins are pulled low.

Syntax irq_clr();

Return Value None.

Arguments None.

Remarks The startup code disables all interrupts.  As a consequence, this
function is seldom used.

Example     :
irq_clr( ); // Ensure that no interrupts are triggered by Port2
    :

See Also irq_set
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irq_set

Function Enables or disables interrupt requests when Port2 pins 0..6 are pulled
low.

Syntax irq_set( pin, set );

Return Value None.

Arguments int pin, Pin number (0..6)
     set; 1: generate interrupt  0: general purpose digital input

Remarks The address of a valid interrupt service routine must be entered in the
interrupt table starting at address 0x0:0022.

Dealing with interrupts without a full undertanding of their operation is
dangerous.  It is also advisable to deal with interrupts at the assembler
code level.

Example     :
irq_set( 6, ON ); // set Port2.6 (IRQ7) to generate interrupts
    :

See Also irq_clr.
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kpd_chkch

Function Determines if a keypad key has been pressed and returns its value.

Syntax int kpd_chkch();

Return Value Value of key pressed or 0 if no key was pressed.

Arguments None.

Remarks KPD.H which contains kpd_lookup[16], a lookup table of key values,
must be included in any programs that use this function.  kpd_lookup[ ]
allows the user to specify the character values that correspond to each
keypad key.

For best operation, this function must be polled in the main loop of the
program on 20 to 100ms intervals.  A delay can be inserted if there is
insufficient code to provide at least a 20ms polling interval for keypad
switch debouncing.

Example     :
dio_init(); // initialize the 8255 to address the keypad

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
for( ; ;  ) {
    if( key = kpd_chkch() ) { // check if a Kpd key has been pressed
        if( key == 'E' )     // Quit if the 'E' key has been pressed

exit();
      :

See Also kpd_getch
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kpd_getch

Function Waits for a key to be pressed and then returns the value of the key.

Syntax int kpd_getch();

Return Value The character value of the key that was pressed, in its low byte.

Arguments None.

Remarks KPD.H which contains kpd_lookup[16], a lookup table of key values,
must be included in any programs that use this function.  kpd_lookup[ ]
allows the user to specify the character values that correspond to each
keypad key.

Example       :
dio_init(); // initialize the 8255 to address the keypad

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
lcd_putstr( "Press any keypad key to continue" );
key = kpd_getch(); // Wait until a key is pressed
       :

See Also kpd_chkch
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    lcd_clear

Function Clears one or both lines on the LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) and
places the cursor at the start of the line.

Syntax lcd_clear( line );

Return Value None.

Arguments int line; 0: Clear entire display, cursor placed at home
1: Clear line1, cursor placed at start of line1
2: Clear line2, cursor placed at start of line2

Remarks Functions dio_init() (excepting the F16-mite) and lcd_init(..) must be
called first to set up the 8255 chip to address the LCD and, to set the
number of display lines and cursor characteristics.

Example     :
dio_init(); // initialize the 8255 to address the LCD

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
lcd_init( 2, 0, 0 ); // 2 line, 5x7 chars, no blink, no cursor
lcd_putstr( "Greetings from your Freedom16" );
delay( 3000 );
lcd_clear( 0 ); // clears the LCD message
       :

See Also lcd_control, lcd_init, lcd_locate, lcd_putch, lcd_putstr, lcd_printf
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lcd_control

Function Sends a control code or address to the LCD controller.

Syntax lcd_control( code );

Return Value None.

Argument int code; The LCD control code.  See the corresponding LCD 
manual.

Remarks This is a fairly low level function that requires some knowledge of the
LCD.

Example        :
dio_init(); // initialize the 8255 to address the LCD

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
lcd_init( 2, 0, 0 ); // 2 line, 5x7 chars, no blink, no cursor
lcd_putstr( "Greetings from your Freedom16" );
delay( 3000 );
lcd_control( 1 ); // Another way of clearing the LCD screen
delay( 20 ); // Allow 20 ms for LCD to react to this cmd.
      :

See Also lcd_clear, lcd_init, lcd_locate, lcd_putch, lcd_putstr, lcd_printf
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lcd_init

Function Initializes the number of lines, font and cursor characteristics in the
LCD display.

Syntax lcd_init( lines, font, cursor );

Return Value None.

Arguments int lines, Number of diplay lines (1 or 2)
     font, 0: 5x7 matrix 1: 5x10 matrix
     cursor; ORed value of status and blinking bits:

status      0: OFF 2: ON
blinking    0: OFF 1: ON

Remarks Except on the F16-mite, function dio_init() must be called first to set
up the 8255 chip to address the LCD.

Some 4 line LCDs such as the AND721 and AND731 are really like 2
line LCDs where line 1 wraps onto line 3 and line 2 wraps onto line 4.
Such displays would still be initialized as 2 line displays.

Example        :
dio_init(); // initialize the 8255 to address the LCD

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
lcd_init( 2, 0, 0 ); // 2 line, 5x7 chars, no blink, no cursor
lcd_putstr( "Greetings from your Freedom16" );
delay( 3000 );
lcd_clear( 0 ); // clears the LCD message
      :

See Also lcd_clear, lcd_control, lcd_locate, lcd_putch, lcd_putstr, lcd_printf
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lcd_locate

Function Places the cursor at a given position on the LCD.  Subsequent
characters written to the LCD will be placed starting at this new
position.

Syntax lcd_locate( position );

Return Value None.

Arguments int position; Location where the cursor is to be placed.
Line 1 startsat position 0x00
line 2 starts at position 0x40

Remarks Functions dio_init() (excepting the F16-mite) and lcd_init(..) must be
called first to set up the 8255 chip to address the LCD and, to set the
number of display lines and cursor characteristics.

Characters written beyond line end of a line are usually lost.

Example     :
dio_init(); // initialize the 8255 to address the LCD

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
lcd_init( 2, 0, 0 ); // 2 line, 5x7 chars, no blink, no cursor
lcd_locate( 5 ); // place cursor at position 6
lcd_putstr( "Greetings" ); // "Greetings" starts at position 6
lcd_locate( 0x40 + 2 ); // Place cursor on position 3 of line 2
lcd_putstr( "from your Freedom16" ); // and write, starting there
   :

See Also lcd_clear, lcd_control, lcd_init, lcd_putch, lcd_putstr, lcd_printf
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       lcd_printf

Function Prints formatted output to the LCD screen.

Syntax lcd_printf( char *format, … );

Return Value None

Argument char *format; A character string which may include special
formatting characters, similar to printf.

… A variable number of arguments to be displayed
in the format string

Remarks Functions dio_init() (excepting the F16-mite) and lcd_init(..) must be
called first to set up the 8255 chip to address the LCD and, to set the
number of display lines and cursor characteristics.

There must be an explicit declaration that this is what Dunfield call a
“register” function; that is, that it can have a variable number of
arguments and the number of arguments is passed in register D.

Example extern register lcd_printf(); // tell compiler n_args in register D
       :
dio_init(); // initialize the 8255 to address the LCD

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
lcd_init( 2, 0, 0 ); // 2 line, 5x7 chars, no blink, no cursor
  // Display temperature on the LCD in fixed point notation (2 decimals)
lcd_printf( “/nExaust temp %d.%2d”, t_e/100, t_e%100 );
      :

See Also lcd_clear, lcd_control, lcd_init, lcd_locate, lcd_putch, lcd_putstr.
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    lcd_putch

Function Writes a single character to the LCD screen.

Syntax lcd_putch( c );

Return Value None

Argument unsigned char c; The [7 bit] character to be written (at the cursor
position).

Remarks Functions dio_init() (excepting the F16-mite) and lcd_init(..) must be
called first to set up the 8255 chip to address the LCD and, to set the
number of display lines and cursor characteristics.

Example        :
dio_init(); // initialize the 8255 to address the LCD

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
lcd_init( 2, 0, 0 ); // 2 line, 5x7 chars, no blink, no cursor
lcd_putch( '7' ); // Writes the character '7' to the LCD
       :

See Also lcd_clear, lcd_control, lcd_init, lcd_locate, lcd_putstr, lcd_printf
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lcd_putstr

Function Writes a string to the LCD, starting at the current cursor position.

Syntax lcd_putstr( string );

Return Value None.

Arguments char *string; Pointer to a pre-existing, null terminated string of
characters.

Remarks Functions dio_init() (excepting the F16-mite) and lcd_init(..) must be
called first to set up the 8255 chip to address the LCD and, to set the
number of display lines and cursor characteristics.

Characters written beyond the physical end of the LCD screen are
simply lost.

Example        :
dio_init(); // initialize the 8255 to address the LCD

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
lcd_init( 2, 0, 0 ); // 2 line, 5x7 chars, no blink, no cursor
lcd_putstr( "Greetings from your Freedom16" );
delay( 3000 );
lcd_clear( 0 ); // clears the LCD message
       :

See Also lcd_clear, lcd_control, lcd_init, lcd_locate, lcd_putch, lcd_printf
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   lookDown

Function Returns the A/D count corresponding to a given value, by interpolating
a table of values.  This is the inverse of lookUp(..).

Syntax int lookDown( table, value );

Return Value The interpolated count corresponding to the value parameter.

Arguments int *table; A pointer to an array of 17 (0..16 incl.) values
corresponding to 17 equally spaced count values
ranging from 0 to 16*DELTA_COUNT.

int value; Typically 1/100th of some meaningful value such as
temperature in deg C.

Remarks The tabulated values must correspond to monotonic functions (no
maxima or minima).  The count resolution is given by
DELTA_COUNT.  For instance, a DELTA_COUNT of 64 would
correspond to counts ranging from 0.. 1023, which would correspond
to 10 bit A/D counts.

This function would typically be used to convert A/D counts to some
meaningful values such as temperature, humidity, weight, etc..
Moreover, table values would typically be 1/100th of the actual unit
(i.e. cents instead of $'s) for integer math.  The lookup tables would be
prepared with the aid of a spreadsheet program on a PC.

Example // lookup table for a Fenwal 10K thermistor, using 10K dropping resistor:
int fen10k[ ] = {14356, 10326, 7736, 6281, 5245, 4419, 3714, 3084, 2497,

1932, 1371, 794, 177, -522, -1380, -2638, -9298 };
      :
      int tempC; // Actually 100 = 1.00 C
      int ad_count[8]; // Counts ret. by the 8 ch A/D conv

:
      ad_count[i] = ad_get( i );           // get an A/D count
      tempC = lookup( fen10k, ad_count[i] );  // look up corresp temperature

:
      tempC += 100; // increase temp by 1.00 C
      n = lookDown( fen10k, temp ); // get count corresp to temp

:

See Also lookUp.
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lookup

Function Gets a value from a lookup table by linear interpolation between the
table counts that bracket the count in question.

Syntax value = lookUp( table, count );

Return Value The interpolated value corresponding to the count parameter.

Arguments int *table; A pointer to an array of 17 (0..16 incl.) values
corresponding to 17 equally spaced count values
ranging from 0 to 16*DELTA_COUNT.

int count; Typically an A/D count or a multiple in the event of
A/D count averaging.

Remarks The tabulated values must correspond to monotonic functions (no
maxima or minima).  The count resolution is given by
DELTA_COUNT.  For instance, a DELTA_COUNT of 512 would
correspond to counts ranging from 0.. 8192, which would correspond
to an 8 sample accumulation of 10 bit A/D counts.

This function would typically be used to convert A/D counts to some
meaningful values such as temperature, humidity, weight, etc..
Moreover, these values would typically be 1/100th of the actual unit
(i.e. cents instead of $'s) for integer math.  The lookup tables would be
prepared with the aid of a spreadsheet program on a PC.

Example // lookup table for a Fenwal 10K thermistor, using 10K dropping resistor:
int fen10k[ ] = {14356, 10326, 7736, 6281, 5245, 4419, 3714, 3084, 2497,

1932, 1371, 794, 177, -522, -1380, -2638, -9298 };
      :
int tempC; // Actually 100 = 1.00 C
      int ad_count[8]; // Counts ret.by the 8 ch A/D conv
      int i;

:
      ad_count[i] = ad_get( i );              // get an A/D count
      tempC = lookup( fen10k, ad_count[i] );    // look up corresp temperature

:

See Also lookDown.
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mv_get

Function Converts a 10 bit A/D count to milivolts.

Syntax int mv_get( ad_count );

Return Value The milivolt equivalent of argument ad_count.

Arguments int ad_count; The 10 bit A/D count to be converted to
millivolts.

Remarks Coversion is based on the value of FSMV found near the start of the
various startup files.  Normally, FSMV  EQU  5000.

Example     :
ad_init( 3, 2, 10, 7, 0 ); // ADC_clk = Sys_clk/8, sample 8 ADC tics

// 10 bit resolution, scan 8 ch  continuously
while( getch() != 0x1b ) {
putstr( "\nmv sensed by all 8 channels:" );
for( pin = 0; pin < 8; pin++ )
        printf( "     %d  %4d", pin, mv_get( ad_get( pin ) ) );
}

See Also: ad_8scn_get; ad_avg_get; ad_chan_get; ad_get; ad_init, ad_seq_get.
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pit_init

Function Initializes the Periodic Interrupt Timer (PIT) to interrupt periodically.

Syntax pit_init( clk_div, slow, priority );

Return Value None.

Arguments int clk_div, Divides the crystal (32.768KHz) by 4 then by clk_div.
slow, 1: divide by 512 0:  no divide by 512
priority; Interrup priority:   7 - highest    1 - lowest 0 - disable

Remarks The following line must be uncommented in the line in the
corresponding STARTUPx.* file to call user function pit_isr():

* JSR  pit_isr     ;"C" function that does the work

Example     :
pit_init( 16, 1, 4 );       // initialize the PIT to divide Xstal

// [by 4 and then] by 16 and then again
// by 512, and set it for a priority 4

    : // to interrupt every second
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port3_dir

Function Sets the direction of Port 3, which is really port B of the 8255 chip.

Syntax port3_dir( in );

Return Value None

Arguments int in; 0 sets all 8 pins as outputs;  1 sets all 8 pins as inputs

Remarks The function dio_init() must be called first to initialize the 8255 chip.

Example     :
dio_init(); // initialize 8255, set images to known state

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
port3_dir( 0 ); // Set all 8 pins in Port 3 as outputs
set_pin( PORT3, 0, OFF ); // Set pin Port3.0 low
set_pin( PORT3, 2, ON ); // Set pin Port3.2 high
       :

See Also dio_init, get_pin, set_pin.
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pwm_duty

Function Sets the duty cycle on either of the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
channels.

Syntax int pwm_duty( chan, duty );

Return Value Returns the duty cycle.

Arguments int chan, 0 for channel A 1 for channel B
     duty; A value between 0 (full off) to 256 (full on).

Remarks Duty cycle values greater than 256 also hold the output full on.

Except for the F16-mite, the function dio_init() must be called first to
set the CFORC register image to a known state and calling
pwm_rate(..) first is recommended.

Example        :
dio_init(); // initialize CFORC image to a known state

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
pwm_rate( 0, 6, 1 ); // Set PWM A to blink a LED at 4Hz
pwm_duty( 0, 128 ); // Set channel A to 50% duty cycle
       :

See Also dio_init, pwm_rate.

pwm_rate

Function Sets the frequency of the PWM counter.

Syntax unsigned int pwm_rate( chan, clk_div, slow );
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pwm_rate, ctd...

Return Value The PWM clock frequency in KHz

Arguments int chan, 0: channel A    1: channel B
     clk_div, Divide Sys_clk by 2**(clk_div+1)
     slow; 1: divide freq again by 128

Remarks The PWM Frequency Setting = clk/cpr/256/(sfa or sfb)          Port

      where:  cpr = clock prescalar = f( clk_div ) = (2..128) a and b
      256 = overflow count a and b
      sfx = slow/fast select for port x (A or B) a  or  b

clk_div     cpr    PWM clk KHz    Fast PWM Hz    Slow PWM Hz
  0          2          8389 32768  256
  1          4          4194 16384 128
  2          8          2097   8192   64
  3        16          1049     4096   32
  4        32            524   2048   16
  5        64            262   1024     8
  6      128            131     512     4
>6      128            131     512     4

    Ex.: Fpwm = clk/cpr/256/(1 or 128) = 16777216/2/256/128 
   = 256Hz

NOTE:    clk_div is shared by both channels!!  It is advisable to use the
same value for both channels as the controller will do so anyways,
without the programmer necessarily being aware.

Example        :
dio_init(); // initialize CFORC image to a known state

// Omit this function on the F16-mite
       :
pwm_rate( 0, 6, 1 ); // Set PWM A to blink a LED at 4Hz with a
pwm_duty( 0, 128 ); // 50% duty cycle (on time = off time)
       :

See Also dio_init, pwm_duty.
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ratio

Function Carries out a multiplication and division of large integers without
overflow of intermediate values.  For instance, in:   x  =  (a * b) / c,  the
intermediate value (a * b) may overflow an integer, while the result x
may be well within the range of an integer

Syntax int ratio( a, b, c );

Return Value None.

Arguments int  a, An integer
      b, Multiplier

           c; Divisor.

Example     :
int r, // result of ratio operation
    v, // value being ratioed
    m, // multiplicand
    d; // divisor
     :
 r = ratio( v, m, d );
     :

See Also uratio
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setbit

Function Sets or clears a given bit in memory.

Syntax setbit( page, address, bit, status );

Return Value None.

Arguments int  page, Number of the (64KB) mem. page containing the byte.
      address, The address of the byte in this 64KB memory page.
      bit, The number of the bit to be tested (0..7).
      status; On (1) or off (0).

Remarks This is the same function as bit_set, by another name

Example     :
// Set port B on 8255 as output:  Clear bit 1 in the 8255 control register
setbit( CTRL_PG, R8255, 1, 0 );
    :

See Also bit_clr, bit_clrw, bit_set, bit_setw, testbit.
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set_pin

Function Sets any output pin high or low.

Syntax int set_pin( port, pin, on );

Return Value Returns 0 on success, or -1 for an illegal port or pin (ie. an input pin).

Arguments int port, The port where the pin is located
Valid ports are 1 and 4 and sometimes, 3.

     pin, The pin to be controlled
     on; 1: turn ON 0: turn OFF

Remarks The function dio_init() must be called first to set port images to a
known state.

While this is a very convenient and to use easy function, it is also quite
slow.  For time critical applications, use poke(addr, value ), or, direct
assembler code.

Example        :
dio_init(); // initialize 8255, set images to known state
       :
set_pin( PORT1, 4, OFF ); // Set pin Port1.4 low
       :

See Also dio_init, port3_dir, get_pin.
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set_time

Function Sets the time in the optional DS1202 clock chip.

Syntax int set_time( time );

Return Value No error (0) if successful.  -1 if there is a problem (DS1202 does not
respond).

Argument struct timestruc *time;     Pointer to a timestruc structure to contain
the date and time information to be set.

Example      :
time.day =   3;
time.year = 97;
     :
time.minute = 55;
set_time( time );
     :

See Also ds_get24, ds_getb, ds_put24, ds_putb, get_time.
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sin

Function Returns the sine of an angle in fixed point notation.

Syntax int sin( angle );

Return Value Returns the sine, in the range of -10000 to + 10000.

Arguments unsignedint  angle; Measured in units of 0.0001 radians in the
range of 0 to 62,831,
where 62,832 = 1000 * 2 * Pi

Remarks The angle must be an unsigned integer.  Negative angles will produce
unexpected results.

Example     :
angle = uratio( w_time - lowtime/2, 31416, period - lowtime );
cell[chan].Ttarget = cell[chan].Ttarg_min + amplitude

+ ratio( amplitude, sin( angle ), 10000 );
    :

See Also cos.
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sort

Function Ranks the elements of an array, from largest to smallest, according to
their magnitude.

Syntax int *sort( array, rank, n );

Return Value Pointer to pre-existing array rank, filled with the indices of array[ ]
elements sorted from largest to smallest.

Argument int *array; Pointer to the array of size 'n' that needs to be sorted.
int *rank; Pointer to a pre-existing array to hold sorted array

indices.
int   n; The size of the array to be sorted.

Remarks The pre-existing array rank[ ] must be at least as large as the array to
be sorted.

Example     :
int array[8] = { 34,23, 28, 37, 22, 26, 33, 31 };
    :
main()
{
int i, // Loop counter
     rank[8]; // Holds array indices sorted from largest to smallest

sort( array, rank, 8 );
putstr( "\nThe sorted values of array[8] are: " );
for( i = 0; i < 8; i++ ) // Print array elements startng
printf( "  %d", array[rank[i]] ); // with largest element first
  :
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testbit

Function Determines the status of a bit in a byte.

Syntax int testbit( page, address, bit );

Return Value Returns 0 if the bit is clear or 1 if the bit is set.

Arguments int  page, Number of the (64KB) mem. page containing the byte.
      address, The address of the byte in this 64KB memory page.
      bit; The number of the bit to be tested (0..7).

Example     :
// Determine if 1 or several A/D channels are being scanned
multi_chan = testbit( REG_PG, ADCTL1+1, 5 );
    :

See Also bit_clr, bit_clrw, bit_set, bit_setw, setbit.
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trace

Function Debugging tool that writes a record containing its call address and
parameter value into the next available location of a pre-existing trace
buffer.  It can be useful for debugging real-time code such as serial
communications, where breakpoints and inspection with the ICD16
debugger would disrupt operation.

Syntax trace( value );

Return Value None.

Arguments int value Any value or variable not exceeding 16 bits.

Remarks tace_init( ) MUST be called before calling trace(value).

Every time this function is called, it writes a record containing its call
address and parameter value in the next available location of the
circular 1K, 256 record, trace buffer.  Once the trace buffer is full, old
trace records are overwritten, retaining only the most recent 255 trace
records and an empty marker record.

The trace buffer can be inspected with the ICD16 debugger by setting
memory inspection window F6 or F3 to tracebuf:

>mdf6  tracebuf<Enter>

..and then paging down to find a row with 8 consecutive zeros “00  00
00  00” corresponding to the end/beginning of the circular.  The
address of this marker is stored in tracebuf+$400.  Two trace records
are displayed per line in the ICD16 memory inspection window.

Example            :
trace_init( ); // MUST be called before calling trace( )

:
if( _packet.nrx > _packet.rxpkt[1] ) { // Prog should never get here

pkt_err(error = EXTRA_CHARS );
trace( error ); // Record this in trace buffer

}
:

See also trace_init
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trace_init

Function Sets aside and clears a 1K trace buffer.

Syntax trace_init( );

Return Value Pointer to 1K buffer with trace information

Arguments None.

Remarks This function MUST be called before calling trace(value).

Example char  *tracebuf; // Address of trace buffer
:
tracebuf = trace_init( ); // MUST be called before calling trace( )

:
if( _packet.nrx > _packet.rxpkt[1] ) { // Prog should never get here

pkt_err(error = EXTRA_CHARS );
trace( error ); // Record this in trace buffer

}
    :

See also trace
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uratio

Function Carries out a multiplication and division of large unsigned integers
without overflow of intermediate values.  For instance, in:   x  =  (a *
b) / c,  the intermediate value (a * b) may overflow an unsigned integer,
while the result x may be well within the range of an unsigned integer

Syntax unsigned int uratio( a, b, c );

Return Value None.

Arguments unsigned int a, An unsigned integer
b, Multiplier
c; Divisor.

Example     :
unsigned int r, // result of ratio operation

   u, // value being ratioed
   m, // multiplicand
   d; // divisor

     :
 r = uratio( u, m, d );
     :

See Also ratio
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"C" DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS

STRINGS.C

This program demonstrates some of the MicroC string handling functions, as well MicroC
subtleties, such as initializing variables and declaring "register" functions.

This program talks to the serial port at 9600 baud, the default rate set up by the startup file.  The
F16 should be connected to the host PC serial port, and the file STARTUP.ICD should be in the
current directory.  In addition to setting various chip selects, STARTUP.ICD sets up serial port 2
on the host PC and opens the serial communication window in ICD, with the lines:

    serial  2  9600  n  8  1
    serialon

To use serial port 1 on the PC, edit STARTUP.ICD with any text editor to change the “2” in
"serial  2  9600  n  8  1" to a “1”.

The program in the F16 will communicate through the ICD16 debugger F1 window upon
entering "g 200", at which time the F1 window becomes the communications window.

With some modifications, the program could use the library function getstr(string, maxlen)
instead of the custom function get_string( string, maxlen ).

BLINKALL.C

This program for the Freedom16-mite, demonstrates how to set the function, direction, and state
of the various ports on this microcontroller.  It also demonstrates how to set up the analog to
digital converter and serial output from this microcontroller.
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DEMO_AD.C

This program measures and displays analog input signals.

There is a simple method for generating various analog input signals. Connect a ribbon cable
with IDC sockets into the analog port and push resistors into the socket at the other end of the
cable so that each resistor connects line AD0x to one of the ground lines.  With the pull-up SIP
in place on the Freedom16, the A/D signal will correspond to the ratio of this resistor to the total
resistance to ground.  For instance, a 10K resistor and a 10K SIP will give readings (counts) in
the neighborhood of 512, corresponding to 2.5v. For measuring temperature, a nominal 10K
thermistor could be used in place of the resistor.

This program also sets both PWM outputs to various levels.  These PWM signals can be RC
filtered to generate two analog output signals of between 0 and 5v, depending on the PWM duty
cycle, which in turn, can be used to test the analog inputs.

For the Freedom16-mite, experiment with BLINKALL.C instead.

DEMO_DIO.C

Demonstrates the use of various functions to get the status of I/O pins, along with functions to
set or clear Output pins:

    init_io( ) Sets outputs to known state
    port3_dir( ) Sets direction of Port3 to all 8 In or all 8 Out
    get_pin( ) Gets status of a given I/0 pin in a given port
    set_pin( ) Sets or clears a given output pin in a given port
    set_irq( ) Sets a given pin in Port2 to generate an IRQ
    clear_irq( ) Sets all IRQ pins in Port2 as ordinary Inputs (no IRQ)
    pwm_rate( ) Sets the PWM clock frequency
    pwm_duty( ) Sets the PWM duty cycle for a given channel

For the Freedom16-mite, experiment with BLINKALL.C instead.
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DEMO_LCD.C

Demonstrates the use of the various LCD related functions.  It assumes that a 2 line by 40
character LCD is hooked up to the LCD-Keypad port.   If the LCD has less than 40 characters
per line, the program will still work, but not all the characters will be visible on the shorter LCD.

DEMO_CLK.C

This program demonstrates the clock, LCD, keypad and serial I/O functions by means of
simulating a digital clock[expensive].  This program will also work without an LCD and keypad,
displaying time on the serial window of the ICD debugger on the host PC.  Of course, the
microcontroller must be equipped with the RTC-16 clock/calendar option.

DEMO_DSR.C

This program demonstrates how to access the 24 bytes of non-volatile battery backed RAM in
the optional DS1302 clock/calendar chip.  While this is a miniscule memory, it can be very
useful for remembering key information, such as the current state of the system, in case of a
power loss.
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DEMO_PIT.C

Demonstrates the use of the Periodic Interrupt Timer (PIT).

The “*” comment on the line "JSR pit_isr" near the end of the corresponding startup file (i.e.
C:\F16\MC\STARTUPS.DDS) must be removed in order to transfer control to the user-written
"pit_isr( )" function.

For more on interrupts, see DEMO_PIT.ASM and DEMO_GPT.ASM in the DEMO_ASM
directory.

DEMO_EV

Demonstrates the use of the event queue and the method for writing custom event functions.
Using an event queue as a to-do-list can be an effective way of deferring non-critical tasks until
“time permits”.  For instance, an ISR may have to carry out some time critical activities
immediately, while placing other related activities on the event queue to-do-list.

DEM_EKPD

Demonstrates the use of chk_kpdev() to check for keypad events and add these to the event
queue for subsequent handling by a custom event handling function, kpd_handler(event ).
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DEM_LOOK

Demonstrates the use of table lookup functions lookUp(count ) and lookDn(value ).  These
functions are typically used to convert A/D counts from a non-linear sensor to meaningful
values,  such as a thermistor to temperature.

DEMO_RAT

Demonstrates the use of function ratio( a, b, c ) for the calculation of  “a * b / c”, where the
intermediate “a * b” may overflow an integer value.

DEM_TRIG

Demonstrates the use of the fixed point sin(angle ) and cos(angle ) trigonometric functions.
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DEMO_GPT

This program provides a skeleton for testing General Purpose Timer (GPT) functions.

As an example, one of the GPT pins must go high “on_delay” tics after a falling edge is detected
by IC2, perhaps triggered by Top Dead Center (TDC) in an engine.  It must remain high for
“pulse” tics to energize a fuel injection solenoid, for instance.  Then it must go low “pulse” tics
later.  To accomplish this, OC1 is set up by ic2_isr() to fire “on_delay” tics after IC2 has been
triggered.  When OC1 fires, it’s ISR sets OC2 ON.  But, ic2_isr( ) also sets OC2 to clear (turn
OFF) “on_delay+pulse” tics hence.

To test this program, check OC2 with a probe while pulling IC2 low (to ground) ..to trigger IC2
interrupts.

This file must be compiled with file ..\MC\LIB16\VECTORS.GPT instead of the default
..\VECTORS.ASM file.  In order to trick DDSIDE into using this file, the default file
..\VECTORS.ASM is backed up, and a copy of ..\VECTORS.GPT is renamed
..\VECTORS.ASM.  Remember to restore the original ..\VECTORS.ASM file after completing
the exercise.

Linking, following compilation, links in all the GPT Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs).  Each
one jumps to a user-written ISR that must be included in the code, even if it is an empty stub.
Hence all the stubs.

The low level assembler ISRs in ..\MC\LIB16\GPT_ISR.ASM carry considerable overhead to
ensure that registers are not overwritten by the C code in the user written portion of the ISR.
Much of this code becomes redundant when the ISR is written entirely in assembler. In addition,
the JSR (Jump to Subroutine) to user-written C code is eliminated.

GPT_init() is a user-written C function that sets up the various ISRs and actions.

DEMO_SRT

Demonstrates the use of the sort function sort(array, rank, n ), which places the indices array  of
size n in largest to smallest order in array rank.
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ASSEMBLER DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS

The following assembly language programs illustrate some of the finer details of programming
the MC68HC16.  These programs can be assembled in DDSIDE in the C:\F16\DEMO_ASM
directory by selecting the DEMOASM.IDE file when DDSIDE first starts up.  The DEMO_IC
and DEM_GPT files require that DDSIDE use the DEMOGPT.IDE configuration file.

DEMO_MEM.ASM

This program indicates how data can be copied from one memory address to another using
indexed and extended addressing.

After assembling and loading the .S19 file into ICD16, enter "mdf6 fff0" for the F6 window to
show memory starting at address $0:FFF0. Enter "br main" to set a breakpoint at MAIN, and
then enter "g 200" to start running the program, starting at the instruction at address $0200.
After it stops at MAIN, keep stepping to see how data is written to memory. Notice how the
program crosses the 64K page boundary transparently.

Having stepped through to "COPYSTR", enter "mdf3 string" to view the source string, and keep
stepping and viewing the CPU registers.

DEMO_SER.ASM

This program sends a short message to a host PC connected to the serial port of the Freedom16.

File STARTUP.ICD sets up initial chip selects that make it possible to load the program into the
Freedom16.  It also sets ICD16.COM up to allow the host PC to communicate to the Freedom16
over the serial port.  It is set up for COM2, 9600bps, 8 bits, no parity and 1 stop bit.  These
settings can be changed to use COM1 using a text editor to change the “2” in  "serial  2  9600  n
8  1" to a “1” in the STARTUP.ICD macro file.
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DEMO_PIT.ASM

This program initializes the Periodic Interrupt Timer (PIT) to generate an interrupt every second.
A PIT interrupt service routine (isr) keeps track of seconds, minutes, and hours and then prints
these to the host PC through the serial port.

DEMO_IRQ.ASM

This program is an extension of DEMO_PIT.ASM.  It initializes the Periodic Interrupt Timer
(PIT) to generate an interrupt every second.  A PIT interrupt service routine (isr) keeps track of
seconds, minutes, and hours and then prints these to the host PC through the serial port.

The PortF pins are set to interrupt. It is the job of interrupt handlers to send a message to the
serial port advising which pin caused the interrupt.  The interrupt vector table in
INPTVECT.IRQ has the interrupt vectors for these handlers, in addition to the PIT and GPT isrs.

Grounding any of the PORTF1..7 pins results in a corresponding interrupt. This in turn causes a
message with the IRQ number to be sent to the serial port.  The PIT is set to a priority 4. It takes
precedence over IRQ1..4, but not IRQ5..7.  Consequently, pulling IRQ1..4 low causes the
interrupt message to appear between time messages from the PITISR.  However, holding
IRQ5..7 low prevents the lower priority PIT interrupt request from being acknowledged.

Note how chip select CS5 is set up as an autovector for the IRQ pin interrupts.

Ideally, the ISRs that service the IRQ interrupts will initiate an action that resulting in the
interrupt signal being de-asserted before exiting the ISR.  The ISR should be able to control the
interrupting signal.  If the signal is asynchronous (i.e. manually shorting a pin to ground for an
indeterminate period), there is good probability of generating a spurious interrupt.
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DEMO_GPT.ASM

This program demonstrates various features of the General Purpose Timer (GPT).

OC2 is made to toggle.  By connecting it to IC1, IC2 and IC3, the 3 input compare modes can be
illustrated.  Each of these pins is set up to trigger an interrupt that sends a message to the serial
port.  It is important to note that these ISRs must also clear their corresponding interrupt flags.

The PWM channels are set to generate 50% duty cycle square waves at 512 and 4 Hz for PWA
and B, respectively.  By connecting one of these to the Pulse Accumulator, it is possible to count
pulses.  The Pulse Accumulator is set to trigger an interrupt when it's 8 bit counter overflows, at
which point it sends a message to the serial port, causing the host PC to beep.

It is important to understand how the interrupt service routines are set up and accessed from the
HC16's vector table.  The interrupt vector base address (IVBA) for the GPT must have a lower
nibble of 0. The actual vector number is formed by concatenating the GPT function vector
number with the IVBA.  For instance, Input Capture 2 (IC2) is vector $02 in the GPT block of
10 vectors.  Consequently, it’s complete vector number is IVBA+$02.  An IVBA of $0:0040 was
chosen for the GPT in VECTORS.IRQ (pg 8-6), so the IC2 vector is $0:0042.  Browse through
the VECTORS.IRQ file to see how the GPT vectors are set up.

DEMO_IC.ASM

This program demonstrates the use of Input Capture IC2.  Output Compare OC2, PWMA and
PWMB are set up to pulse at 1, 512 and 4 Hz, respectively.  Any one of them can be connected
to IC2 to trigger an interrupt.  Alternately, IC2 can be held high with an external pull-up, and it
can be triggered arbitrarily by pulling it low (i.e. touching it to grounded and then releasing).

The timer count TIC2 is latched on the most recent edge detection.  If the GPT is not frozen in
background debug mode, it keeps running.  The value read by the debugger will no longer relate
to the event being observed.  To avoid this confusion, it is best to freeze the GPT for observation
and debugging when in BDM,.

 The periods between interrupts are calculated and stored in an array starting at $1:0000.  After
20 interrupts, registers and memory can be inspected by placing a breakpoint at the NOP near the
end of IC2ISR.  By setting the F6 to $10000 one can view the array of intervals between
interrupts (in 1/65536 sec tics), and the F3 window at $FF900, one can view TIC2 at $FF910.

By breaking near the start of IC2ISR, one can view the interrupt period array filling and to see
the value of TIC2 increase each time the breakpoint is reached. To better see the new values
(intervals between interrupts) being added to the array, fill $10000 to $10100 with $FFs or 0s.
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BATCH FILES
__________________________________________________________________________

USE OF BATCH FILES

Most of the batch files have been preempted by DDSIDE.  As a consequence, the most useful
batch file is DDSIDE.BAT.  The next most useful batch file is SETVAR.BAT, which sets the
environment variables required by the Dunfield software tools.  Windows has a habit of
forgetting these environment variables.

These batch files will save considerable time and keystrokes.  But, they will only work if they
are on the DOS path and the file structure is set up correctly:  Directories MC, ASM, ICD,
FLASH and your current working directory must all be sibling directories (sub-directories of
C:\F16).

SETVAR.BAT

Sets the DOS environment variables MCDIR and MCTEMP which Windows has a habit of
forgetting.  This batch file is stored in the C:\F16\ directory.  It is called from the current
“sibling” directory with the following DOS command:

>..\setvar

This batch file can also be very useful when there is more than one …\F16 directory.  Hence,
it is stored in the corresponding …\F16 directory.  In such an event, the file must be edited to
reflect the correct path to the corresponding …\F16\MC directory.

DDSIDE.BAT filename

Calls ..\F16\MC\DDSIDE.COM from any “sibling” directory; that is any directory directly
below ..\F16.

PROG16.BAT

Loads ..\PROG16.EXE, the program that is used for loading code into the flash EPROMs.
Please refer to the Freedom16 Users' Manual for information on loading code into the flash
EPROMs.
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EDA.BAT filename

Calls the optional P&E assembler/editor and loads filename.ASM .  Omit extension!  If you
want to load a file with another extension(i.e. .LST) omit filename.  When the editor comes
up with NONAME.ASM, one can load the desired file by pressing F3 and typing in the full
file name at the prompt.

EDC.BAT filename

Calls the optional P&E assembler/editor IASM16 and loads filename.C .  Omit extension!  If
you want to load a file with another extension (i.e. .ASM) omit filename.  The editor will
come up with NONAME.ASM.  To load the desired file press F3 and enter the file name.

DCL.BAT filename

Calls the Dunfield C command coordinator (CC16) with filename.C and options -x (produce
complete linked assembler code), -c (retain comments - useful reference points for
debugging), m=L (LARGE memory model) and then returns to DOS.  Omit extension!  It
appends a .C extension to filename. The compiler will produce IASM16 compatible assembler
code.

DCS.BAT filename

Almost identical to DCL.BAT above, except that it compiles the "C" code for m=S (SMALL
memory model).

IASM.BAT filename

Calls the optional P&E command line assembler with options "L S D R10" to produce
filename.LST, .S19 and .MAP files from filename.ASM defaulting to base 10. Omit extension!
It appends a .ASM extension to filename.  Errors are directed to the screen, but may be
redirected to _IASM16.err file in the current directory.  It returns to DOS on completion.

More information can be obtained on IASM16 by running it and accessing the help feature
through the <F1> key, or printing out the IASM16.HLP file with PRHELP.EXE.
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ICD16.BAT

Calls the ICD debugger and returns to DOS on completion.  The .S19 file is loaded into the
debugger and the Freedom16 by entering filename when it requests the name of the .S19 file.

DCLA.BAT filename

Calls the Dunfield C command coordinator (CC16) with filename.C and options -x (produce
complete linked assembler code), -c (retain comments - useful reference points for debugging)
and m=L (LARGE memory model).  Omit extension!  It appends a .C extension to filename.
The compiler will produce IASM16 compatible assembler code.

It then calls the optional P&E IASM16 editor/assembler and loads the filename.asm produced
by the compiler for viewing editing.  It is then simple to hot key into the debugger, load the
filename.LST file, etc.

DCSA.BAT filename

Similar to DCS.BAT, except that it then goes on to load the .ASM file into IASM16 instead
of returning to DOS, after compiling for a SMALL model.

MCC.BAT filename

Calls the Dunfield "C" compiler and generates a .ASM file without linking.  This is useful for
generating .ASM files for inclusion in the ..\MC\LIB16 library.

MCSTARTL.BAT filename

Makes a copy of a customized assembler start-up file for the LARGE memory model and
renames it STARTUPL.ASM, overwriting the existing STARTUPL.ASM file.
STARTUPL.ASM which contains code to set up chip selects, etc., is the first file in
LARGE.LIB, which in turn, is used by Dunfield "C" as a template for linking.

To restore the original STARTUPL.ASM file, at the DOS prompt enter "MCSTARTL
STARTUPL.F16".
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MCSTARTS.BAT filename

Similar to MCSTARTUPL.BAT, it makes a copy of a customized assembler start-up file for
the SMALL memory model and renames it STARTUPS.ASM, overwriting the existing
STARTUPS.ASM file.

To restore the original STARTUPS.ASM file, at the DOS prompt enter "MCSTARTS
STARTUPS.F16".

TYPICAL USAGE:

"C" code is written using IASM16 as the editor which is loaded by "EDC filename".  The C code
is compiled by shelling to DOS and entering "DCL filename".  Errors are corrected by "Exiting"
from DOS back to IASM16 and then the process is repeated.

When there are no more "C" errors, the "filename.ASM" code generated by the Dunfield C
compiler is loaded into the IASM16 editor by pressing <F3> (for load) and entering "filename" at
the prompt.  It is then assembled by pressing the <F4> key (for assemble).

Once "filename.ASM" has been assembled successfully, the debugger can be loaded by pressing
<F6> from within the editor.  The Freedom16 should have been previously connected to the PC
with the ICD cable.  Enter "filename" (no extension) at the ICD16 prompt and the debugger will
load the "filename.S19" binary file and the "filename.MAP" file, both required for the debugging
session.

It may be desirable to use a more familiar editor such as TurboC or QuickC for writing and
inspecting code.  compilation and assembly can be done as before with one or more of the batch
files such as DCSA.BAT.

TurboC, BorlandC, etc. can be configured to run user programs from the Transfer menu.
..\DEV\BORLAND.PRJ is a sample project file that has Dunfield "C", Iasm16 and ICD16
installed as transfer functions.  These can be accessed by pressing <Alt> <Space bar> and the
corresponding letter.

Because there are a lot of intermediate files generated by the assembler, it is useful to use a
dedicated subdirectory under C:\F16\ for each program.




